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PREFACE

In this small contribution to the “History of Indian Literature” the present

writer has confined herself to a survey of those Sanskrit works on music and
dance that have been published. A description of the manuscript material

would go far beyond the scope of this outline.^ A first check of the available

catalogues of manuscripts reveals that hundreds of musicological works in

Sanskrit are spread all over India, stored in numerous government libraries and

private collections. When the New Catalogus Catalogorum wiU have reached

the r of rdga and the s of sangita, which are the keywords to most of the musi-

cological titles, an incredible number of music manuscripts will come to light.

It is to be hoped that by that time the preservation and accessibility of

manuscripts will have improved due to a better co-ordination of the activities.^

1 For a survey of the mss. material in this field the reader may consult the

articles by V. RAGHAVAisr, Some names in early sahgita literature, in BSNA 5 (1956),

p. 19—28 and BSNA 6 (1957), p. 23—30; Later Sangita Literature, in BSNA 17

(1960), p. 1-24 and BSNA 18 (1961), p. 1-18.
^ See V. Raghavak, Manuscripts, catalogues, editions. Steps taken for the

collection, preservation and utilization of manuscripts, Bangalore 1963.
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The oldest doeximents of Indian literaturej the Vedas, convey the first

written information on Indian music. The numerous references^ in Vedic

literature bear testimony to the important place music held in the Vedic

rituals.

It is generally assumed that the religious hymns of the Rgveda, for practical

purposes selected and re-arranged in a series of textbooks^ for the priest-singer

(vdgdtf), the so-called Samaveda, were recited in a musical way. The method of

reciting, more specifically, the number of notes used in reciting or singing,

varied jfrom one Vedic school to the other. From the Kauthumas, Ranayanlyas,

and Jaiminiyas, who, for centuries, remained faithful to their own traditions,

song books (gdna) with different types of musical notation have come down to

US.3

The 585 one-strophical hymns of the Purvarcika collection were sung to a

number of standard melodies {adman), indicated by particular names. ^ The

song book corresponding to this collection, the Gramageyagana, shows the

adaptation of the hymn texts to these melodies, that is to say, prolongation of

vowrels, repetition of syllables and interpolation (indiscriminately called

1 SB. 13, 1, 5, 1; 13, 4, 2, 8; AiA. 1, 4; cf. A. B. Keith, The Aitareya Aranyaka,

Oxford 1909 (1969), p. 272—3; PB. 5, 6, 12—14; ef. W. Caland, Pahcavimsa-
Brahmana, Calcutta 1931, p. 88; BSS. 23, 11; 26, 17; LSS. 1, 5, 5ff.; 4, 1. 11; gSS.

17, 3, 1—16; cf. W. Caeand, Sankhayana-Srauta-Sutra, ISTagpur 1953, p. 477 ; SGS.

1, 22, 11; 4, 7, 31 ; A. K. Coomaeaswamy, The parts of a vma, in JAOS 50 (1930),

p. 244—253; the same, The old Indian vina, in JAOS 51 (1931), p. 47—50; JB. 1, 42;

cf. W. Caxand, Das Jaiminiya-Brahmana in Ausw'ahl, Amsterdam 1919, p. 143—4;

ApSS. 21, 17, 1 to 21, 20, 4; IsTarS. section 1, chs. 1—8. For further information see

A. A. MACnONELn and A. B. Keith, Vedic Index, London 1912, esp. II, p. 283 ; 316.

2 Viz. the Purvarcika, the Uttararcika and the Aranyakasamhita. For the histor-

ical development and interrelationship of the Samavedic texts compare W. CAiiANB,

Pahcavinria-Brahmana, Introduction; J. Gonda, Vedic Literature, Wi^baden
1975, cK VII, 1.

® The songs of the Purvarcika are noted down in the Gramageyagana, those of

the Aranyakasamhita in the Aranyageyagana. The Uhagana and Uhyagana contain

the notations of the songs of the Uttararcika. Compare R. Simoh, Die Notationen

der vedischen Liederbucher, in WZKAI 27 (1913), p. 305—346.
^ For the various speculations on the origin of the adman melodies and their

presumable contrafact nature see Gonda, Vedic Literature, p. 314—5.
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stobhasy This procedure resembles the technique of the sequeutiae and tropae

of the European Gregorian chant in the Middle Ages.

The adaptation of the melodies of the basic stanzas {yo7ii) of the Purvarcika

to the three-strophical songs of the Uttararcika required a strong memory and

improvisational skill from the part of the priest-singer. For purposes of study

the rules of adaptation were laid down in the Puspasutra,® w^hich might be

regarded as one of the oldest documents of musicological literature in Sanskrit.

This work is representative for a whole class of technical works on Vedic

recitation {sutras, pratUahliyas, silcsas), 'which supply us with details on metre,

phonetics, musical notes, etc.’

However, this vast technical literature could so far not solve the musicological

problems connected with the recitation of the Vedic texts. The differences

between the oral traditions of Kauthumas and Jaiminiyas as well as the

discrepancy betw^een the written sources {ganas) and the surviving oral tradi-

tions have apparently discouraged Sanskritists and musicologists. At the

beginning of the present century Simon, Burnell, Caland, Felber and van der

Hoogt did some research in this field.® Simon® explained the Ranayaniya

notation, but could not decipher the Jaiminiya notation. Raghavan, Bake and

Faddegon wrote a few articles on the subject^® and Staal studied ISfambudiri

recitation. Except for Raghavan, nobody paid due attention to the Dhara-

® For a definition of stohha see Gonda, o.c., p. 316.

® R. Simon, Das Pu^pasutra (edition and German translation), in AbhKBAW
(philos.-phiiol. Kl.) 23 (1909), p. 481—780.

^ Rktantra, ed. by Subya Kanta, Lahore 1933; Dellii 21970; Haradiya Sik§a,

ed. by Satyaveata Sama^sami, Calcutta 1890; Taittiriya Pratisakhyasutra, ed.

by W. D. Whitney (text, translation and notes), in JAOS 9 (1870), repr. Delhi

1973; Samavidhanabrahmana (with Vedarthaprakasa of Sayana and Padarthama-
travivrti of Bharatasvamin), ed. by B. R. Sharma, Tirupati 1964; Mdanasutra by
Patanjali, ed. by K. Bhatnagab, Lahore 1939; Samatantra (a prati^akhya of

the Samaveda) ed. by A. M. Ramanatha DIksita, Varanasi 1961; Pancavidha-
sutra and Matralak^ana, ed. by B. R. Shabma, Tirupati 1970; cf. R. Simon, Das
Pancavidhasutra, Breslau 1913.

® A, C. Bubnell, The Ar^eyabrahmana, Mangalore 1876; the same, Saman
chants from the Ar§eyabrahmana, in S. M. Tagobe, Hindu Music compiled from
various authors, Calcutta 1875, Varanasi 21965, p. 407—412; for R. Simon, see

notes 3, 6 and 7 ;
for W. Caland, see note 1 ; E. P^lbeb, Die Indische Musik der

vedischen und der klassischen Zeit, in SKAW (plnlos.-hist. Ed.) 170, 7 (1912), p.
1—189; J . M. VAN DEB Hoogt, The Vedic Chant studied in its textual and melodic
forms, Wageningen 1929.

® Simon, Die Hotationen der Vedischen Liederbucher, in WZKM 27 (1913), p.
305-346.

V. Raghavan, Present Position of Vedic Chanting, in BITC Madras 1957, p.

9; the same, Sama veda and Music, JMAM 33 (1962), p. 127—133; A. A. Bajkie, The
Practice of Samaveda, in PTAIROC Baroda 1935, p. 143—155; the same, Bemer-
kungen zur EntstehungsgescMchte eines Modus, in KB Bamberg 1953, Kassel
1954, p. 184; B. Faddegon, Studies on the Samaveda, in VE^AW (Hew Series)

57, 1 (1951).

J. F. Staal, Hambudiri Veda Recitation, The Hague 1961.
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nalaksana by Sabhapati, which was the key to the incomprehensible Jaiminiya

notation. It was only recently that Staal, Parpola and Howard took greater

interest in this work.^^ It is to be hoped that Parpola’s publication of the

Dharanalaksana and photographs of the corresponding complicated hand

movements (eheironomia) as well as the doctoral dissertation ofWayne Howard
will inspire musicologists to greater enthousiasm before the last musical rem-

nants of this great ritualistic tradition will have disappeared for ever.

Whereas in the secondary Vedic literature, i, e. the sutras, iihsas and 'praii-

idJchyas^ music is treated as part of the recitation technique, in the oldest

technical literature on drama the theory of music is treated along -with the art

of acting and dancing. The ancient Indian drama was the prototype of a

‘"Gesamtkunstwerk” in w’hich music, theatre and dance played an equally

important role. The Natyaiastra,^® composed ca. century B. C. or

century A. B., is the oldest theoretical work on dramatics that has been handed

down. Without entering into a discussion of the question of its authorship one

can only say that this work is generally ascribed to a certain Bharata, but this

name is rather vague, as it may also mean “the actor,” or “the dancer.” In the

opening verses 1, 1—39 we are informed about the mythical origin of the work

:

How the god Brahma taught dramatic science {natyaveda) to the sage Bharata,

who handed this knowledge over to his hundred sons: Sanfflya, Vatsya,

Kohala, Dattila, etc. The extant work deals for the most part with staging,

acting and dancing. Only chapters 28--33 are devoted fco the science of music

(gandharvaveda or gandharmSdstra).

Eaghavan^^ holds the view that the music of this period was unalterable,

sacred music {mdrga), a counterpart of Vedic sdman recitation, as against the

variable, local styles of music {dedl), that developed at a later age. Regarding

the role of music in the ancient Indian drama the Natyasastra itself states that

during the preliminaries of a play particular dJiruvd (“fixed”) songs were per-

formed in honour of the gods.^® Some additional verses to chapter 5, which are

Staaj., see note 11; A. Paepoua, The literature and study of the Jaiminiya

Samaveda in retrospect and prospect, Helsinki 1973, p. 17—18; Way^tb Howabd,
The Kauthuma, Ranayaniya and Jaiminiya Schools of Samavedic Chant, forth-

coming (Yale IJniv. Press, Hew Haven.).

Bharata’s Hatyaiastra, ed. by Pandit Sivadatta and Kai^inath Pandtjbang
Pabab, Kavyamala Series 42, Bombay 1894; ch. I—XJV by J, Grosset, Bharatiya-

Hatya-Q^tram, Paris—Lyon 1898; Hatyasastra, with the commentary of Abhina-

vagupta, ed. by M. Ramakrsna Kavi and J, S. Pade, I (Gaekwad’s Oriental

Series 36), Baroda 1926; II (GOS 68), Baroda 1934; IH (GOS 124), Baroda 1954;

IV (GOS 145), Baroda 1964; Hatya^stra, ed. by B. H. Sarma and B. Upadhyaya,
KSS 60, Banaras 1929; Natya^tra, Nirnaya Sagar Press, Bombay 1943; Hatya-

sastra, ed. by M. Ghosh, I, Calcutta 1967; 11, Calcutta 1956; Natyasastra, trans-

lated by the same, I, Calcutta 1951, -1967; II, Calcutta 1961. Cf. note 44.

V. Raghavan, An outline literary history of Indian music, in JMAiVI 23 (1952),

p. 65 and 68.

15 BhH. 5, 108.
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not found in all manuscripts/® contain more examples of these laudatory songs,

sung during the preliminaries, i.e. examples of an utthdpim dhruvd, a pari-

mrtanl dhruvd, an apakrstd dhruvd, an aMita dhruvd and a viksiptd dhruvd,

which are all &va hymns.

However, it is not very likely that only religious songs were sung in the

ancient drama, in which not only gods, but also human beings of all types of

character figure/’ One can hardly imagine that all dhruvd songs performed at

the entrance (pravesa), at the departure (niskrama) or in transitional situations

{aniara) of the heroes and heroines, or those songs which were executed for the

diversion {dhsepa) or pacification {prasdda) of the audience, were exclusively

of a religious character. Besides, not only had every situation in a drama its

specific type ofdhruvd song, but every song should also be in harmony with the

character represented on the stage and the sentiment {rasa) to be expressed.

The correct application of the dhruvd songs is described in chapter 32 of the

Natya^astra. This chapter contains a long exposition of the metres to be used
in the various dhruvd songs, but does not give us detailed information on the

music to which these song texts were set. Only near the end of the chapter^®

five of the seven ancient grdmardgas, namely madhyaTnagrdrmy sadjagrdma,
sadharitUy pancama and haiiilca, are mentioned in connection with the five

main parts {sandhi) of the ancient drama, viz. the opening {muhha), the
progression {pratimukha), the development {garbha), the pause {vimar^a) and
the conclusion {nirvaham). It is not very likely that the dhruvd songs were only
composed in the grdmardgas^ but, as the language of these songs was originally

Prakrt,^® they may also have been set to local rdgas {deiirdgas). The eleventh
century commentator on the Natya^stra, Nanyadeva, mentions in his Bhara-
tabhasya,2o besides the metres of the dhruvd songs, their appropriate rd^gas and
rasas.

The musical chapters of the Hatyasastra deal with the following subjects

:

eh. 28, 1—149: General theory of music, viz.: micro-intervals (iruli)^ intervals
(svara), basic scales (grama)

,

secondary scales (murchand)y modes (jcLti),
registers (sthdna).

ch. 29, 1—16: The and their appropriate rasas; 17—81: the melodic line
(varna), ornamentation (alarjtkdrajy formation of text syllables (glti); 82—102md 108—121: techniques of the ancient Indian arched harp (vvtTidi)^ with an
intermediate section 102—107 on the styles (vrtti). The chapter ends with a brief
discussion on the preliminary songs (bahirglta) in 122—156.

ch. 30, which has only ttoeen verses, deals with the bamboo flute (mmia).
Comparing tlM meagre section with the large flute sections in the other Sanskrit
works on music, we can only guess that part of this chapter is lost.

M. Ghosh, The Natyaiastra (transL), I, App. p. 532.
BhN. chapter 34.

BhH. 32, 485-486.
Raghavait, Outline .

.
p. 67.

Compare a handwritten copy of the Poona Ms. from IVIr. A. Danielou’s collec-
tion, ch. 10.
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eh. 31, 1—61 deals -with the ancient rhythmic system (tala); 62—219: its

application in the preliminary songs of the dsdrita type; 220—389: in the seven
traditional songs, viz. madraka, ullopyaka, apardntaka, ^akarli ovenakaj rovin-

daka and uUara; 390—486: in the ccUuspadd and lasya types of dance. At the end
of the chapter, 486—488: the three tempi (laya) ;

489—493: the three movements
or gaits (yati)^ and 493—502: the three ways of beginning (pdni) are discussed.

ch. 32 treats mainly of the application of the dhruvd songs in the drama. Only
at the end of the chapter we jSnd some brief remarks on the music of these songs,

that is to say, 485—486 : the rdgas

;

488—49 1 : formation ofthe text syllables (giti)

;

492 : the definition ofa song (gdna)

;

494—498 ; the qualities of a singer ;
499—500 :

the characteristics of a vind player; 500—502: the characteristics of a fiute

player; 503—511: male and female voices; 512—513: qualities of teacher and
disciple; 519—524: the defects of a singer.

eh. 33 deals with the membranophonic (avanaddha) class of rhythmic instru-

ments, i.e. the various ancient types of drum, mrdanga, panava and dardura;

their technique, their application in a drama and their manufacture.

The Natya^astra is 'WTitten in. a difficult type of Sanskrit, which requires

complete understanding ofthe technical terms. Manomohan Ghosh has achieved

a great work by translating the whole treatise. His notes contain numerous

cross references, but for a complete understanding of the work these notes

should be more detailed and refer to a larger number of technical works. In

illustration of Bharata’s style the following passage (32, Iff.) may be cited:

“Listen (now) ffom me about those types (of songs) which have been called

Dhruvas by Brahmanas such as Narada and others. The Rk [the recitation of

Rk stanzas], Panika [this term is otherwise unknown] and Gatha [the Saman
chants], and the Seven (traditional) Types (of songs) which have seven different

measures, are called Dhruvas. O Brahmanas, I shall discuss those (songs) in

different metres which being created from those types, attain the status of

Bhruvas- The five classes of Dhruvas have always the following limbs (anga):

Mukha, Pratimukha, Vaihayasaka, Sthita, Pravitta, Vajra, Sandhi, Sarnharana,

Prastara, Upavarta, Ma§aghata, Caturasra, Upapata, Pravenl, Sir^aka, Sam-
pi§taka, Antaharana and Mahajanika. Songs consisting of one, two, three and
four Vastus [principal parts] are respectively called the Dhruva, Parigitika,

Madraka and Catu^pada. The Dhruva is so called, because in it words, Varnas,

Alarpkara, tempo, Jati and Panis are regularly (dhruvarn) connected with one

another. Depending on different conditions, the Dhruvas are known to be of

five classes. I shall speak of the seven limbs which they consist of. Limbs of the

Prave^iki Dhruva are IJpaghata, Pravrtta, Vajra and Sir§aka . .

.”

(transL by M. Ghosh)

Though also working with the limited number of samgita texts that were

available, the present writer has given some more detailed information and

definitions ofthe technical terms ofthe ancient Indian music in her commentary

on Dattilam,^^ a compendium of ancient Indian music, written after the

Natyasastra and before Matanga’s BrhaddesL

Dattilam, ed. by K. Sambasiva Sastri, Trivandrum Sanskrit Series 102,

Trivandrum 1930. E. te NiJEimuis, Dattilam, a compendium of ancient Indian

music (intr., transl. and comm.). Thesis, Utrecht 1970.
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The latter work was most probably composed before Damodaragupta’s time

(last part of the eighth century), since this author quotes Matanga in his

kuttammata.22 compared to the Battilam, which, though the original, lost

work may have been larger, is in its extant form nothing but a compilation of

the musicological material exposed in the Natyasastra, the Brhaddesi provides

more interesting information on the ancient Indian rdgas. Besides the tradi-

tional grdmardgas also rdgas of local origin (deMrdgas) are described. Unfor-

tunately the only available manuscript, on which the edition by K. Sambasiva

SastrP® is based, contains many incorrect readings, is incomplete and stops

in the middle of the frahandha chapter. It is a pity that the chapter on

musical instruments {vadyddhydya), especially the section on wooden wind

instruments {susira), is lost, since Matanga must have been an expert on the

flute.^^

From the times after the composition of the Natyasastra up to the eleventh

century, when Abhinavagupta and Nanyadeva wrote their commentaries on
the Natya^astra, not many musical treatises have come down to us, excepting

the Dattilam and the Brhaddesi. A small text on music and dance, bearing the

title Aumapatam,25 probably dates ftom the first centuries of the Christian era.

Although this text still requires a lot of emendation and correction, it is very

interesting, because it contains some information on the rdgas of the ancient

period, which is not found in the Natya^astra and the Dattilam. From quota-

tions by later authors we know a number ofnames of other early writers on the

theory of music, but thus far then works have not come to light. One may
find in some manuscript libraries works bearing ancient titles and referring

to ancient authors, but these names appear to be fictitious. Many a later

unimportant author used one of these famous old names for making him-
self the reputation of an expert. Works like Kohaliya Abhinaya Sastra,27

Dattila-Kohaliya,28 Ragasagara,^^ and Arjuna Bharata®® may serve as ex-

amples.

As long as musicological works from this period are so rare, we may also

collect some information on the music of those days from productions of

22 Bahodabagupta, Kuttanimata, Kavyamala Series 3, Bombay 1887, verse 854.
22 Matanga, Brhaddesi, ed. by K. Sambasiva SAsmi, Trivandrum 1928.
2^ See Abhinavagupta on BhN*. 30, 10: Baroda ed. p. 147; Ghosh, Tr. II, p. 52

and Bamouakagupta, Kuttanimata, Bombay ed. p. 32 and 110.
2s The edition ofAumapatam by K. Vasudeva SastrI, Madras 1957 is based on

a manuscript from the Government Oriental Mss. Bibrary at Madras and one from
the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute at Poona.

2® V. Raghavan, Some names in early sangita literature, in BSKA 5 (1956), p.
19-28 and BSNA 6 (1957), p. 23-30.

2’ Ms. at Madras.
2® Ms. at Tanjore.
2* Ms. at Madras.
2® Ms. at Tanjore.
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literature such, as the Epics, Mahabharata®^ and Ramayana,®^ the Puranas,®®
Kalidasa’s drama’s®^ and other works.

The oldest music notations that have come down to us are the Kudimiyamalai
rock inscriptions®® made in the seventh century at Kudimiyamalai in the

Pudukottai State ofSouth India, by order ofthe Pallava king Mahendravarman
of KancL Unfortunately the music material remains incomprehensible, since

musicologists are unable to explain the tone-syllables, the number of wliich is

too large to correspond with the number of micro-intervals or microtonal

alterations of the seven classical basic notes (svara),

A remarkable text from the older period is the Gitalamkara,®’ composed by
a certain Bharata. According to the fifteenth century compilation Sahgita-

^iromani the Gitalamkara is a work ‘Svhich confutes the violent arguments of

its opponents” {vddimattagajdnktcsa). As a matter of fact, this work puts

forward remarkable theories. The thirty-six rdgas, the names of which are

etymologically explained in chapter 14, are called var'^ ('‘colours, shades”).

Their classification in three groups, male ('purusa), female (stri) and descendant

{apatya), foreshadow^s the rdga-rdgini-piUra system of later times. Danielou®®

suggests that the term varm, which is, in the same connotation, only used in

the Naradiya Siksa and the Vayupurana, but in the other ancient texts replaced

by the more common term rdga, may represent the older name for mode. I

agree with Danielou that the Gitalamkara is a text from the older period, but I

would only observe that it must have been written before 1199, the date of the

Pancakhyanaka recension of the Pahcatantra, which contains the story of the

singing ass, mentioning the thirty-six varnas.^^ The Gitalamkara treats the

three grd/mas in an unusual way. Instead of treating them as tone systems or

L. Omchehry, Classical music in the Mahabharata, in JSNA 5 (July—Sept.
1967), p. 78-88.

P. C. Pharma, Musical Culture in the Ramayana, in IC 4 (1937—38), p. 447—
453; V. Raghavah, Music in the Adbhuta Ramayana, in JMAM 16 (1945), p.

65-72.
®® A. Danielotj and N. R. Bhatt, Textes des Purana sur la theorie musical, I,

Pondichery 1959; Y. Raghavan, Music in the Brhaddharmapurana, in JMAM 9

(1938), p. 37—39; the same. Music in the Lihgapurana, in JMAM 19 (1948), p.

203—205; S. PRAJNAHAifAisnDA, Analysis of music m the Markandeya Purana, in

JIMAM 29 (1958), p. 130-138.

Y. Raghavah, Kalidasahrdayam (= Music and dance in Kalidasa’s works;
in Tamil), in JMAM 24 (1953), p. 137—150.

Y. Raghavajst, Music in ancient literature, in JMAM Conference Souvenir

1950, p. 5—8.
®® R. Satyanabayaka (ed.). The Kudimiyamalai inscription on music, Sri

Yaralaksmi Academy Publication Series 3, Mysore 1957.

A. PAiuEnoiJ and K. R. Bhatt (eds.), Le Gitalamkara, Pondichery 1959.

Dani^loxt and Bhatt, Le Gitalamkara, Introd. p. XIII.

Pancatantra, crit . ed. by J. Kertel, Harvard Univ. , Cambridge, Massachusetts,

1908, book 5, tale 41.
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basic scales, like the other authors do, and describing their specific interval

arrangement {svara) in numbers of micro-intervals {iruti)^ the author of this

text only gives characteristic series offour notes for each of them, which sound

like cadences of modes. This points to an older Indian system, prevalent at a

time when sadjagrdTna., madhyaiiMii^rdifr^ and ganHidTogTo/nia still functioned as

modes, "whereas in later times these gfdTnds came to represent the basic scales

of the artificial janya-janaka system, which lists every rdga under a parent rdga,

the latter under one or more theoretical modes (jdti), derived from the basic

scales {sadja- and Tnadhyamagrama).

In the eleventh century several commentaries on the Natya^astra were

%vritten. First to be mentioned is Abhinavagupta’s well-known commentary

AbhinavabharatL'*^ An English translation of this w’-ork would be useful, since

it is a mine of information on the older period. It refers to many authors and

quotes from works which are still to be discovered. However, a good translation

only be possible after a new edition of the Abhinavabharati has been

published. Uufortunately, the manuscript on which the Baroda edition is

based — thus far the only existiug source of our knowledge of this work is

very corrupt and requires much reconstruction work with the help of other

texts.

After the Abhinavabharati, towards the end of the eleventh century,

Xanyadeva, king of Mithila (1097—1154), wrote his large commentary on the

jSTatya^astra, named Bharatabhasya or Sarasvatfiirdayalamkara, which con-

tains four main sections : vdciJca, dngiha, sdtviha and dJidrya. Of the first section

dealing vith music five chapters have been published,^® namely: 1. vddeiadhyd-

ya\ 2. Mlcsddhydya; 3. srutyddJiydya; 4. murcJimiddliydya] 5. alamhdrddJiydya.

Chapter five has eight small subdivisions {'prakarajia ) : varndlamkdra^ gamaha^

svarajatirasadevatadi, ragadevataMla, 'pdthyahdku, giti, vadyadisvara, geyapadadi.

The remaining five chapters (6. jdtyddhydya; 7. rdgotpatyddhydya; 8. mdrga-

gUddhydya\ 9. deMgitddliydya\ 10. vadyddhydya) are still to be published. The

Eesearch Section of the College of Music and Fine Arts of Banaras Hindu
University is preparing a new reconstruction of the Bharatabhasya.^^

In Sarngadeva’s system the first two are stni classified as rdgaSt that is to say,

as §uddha grdmardgas; cf. SarnSR. 2, 1, 8.

Edited together with the Natya^astra by M, Kamakrsna Kavi and J. S. Fade
m 4 volumas, GOS 36, 68, 124, 145, Baroda 1926, 1934 1954, 1964. According to
M. Ghosh, The Natya^astra (transl.), I, Introd. p. XXH, Abhinavagupta’s text is

full of scriptorial blimders and requires a new critical edition.

Compare V. Baghavah, Some Corrections . . ., in ALB 18, 3—4, p. 196—209;
ibid. 25, 1—4 (spec, no.), p. 397—405. New edition: Natya^astra of Bharatam"uni, I
(ch. 1—7) with the comm, Abhinavabharati of Abhinavagupta and Madhusudani-
balakrida of Madhusudana Sastri, edited by M. Sastri, Varanasi 1971.

By C. P. Besat, Khairagarh 1961.

Premlata Sarma, Sangitaraja, I, Banaras 1963, Introd. p. 142.
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In the beginning of the twelfth century Nandikesyara may have written his

two works on dancing, the AbMnayadarpana^s ^nd the Bharatarnava.-*® The
former work deals with the gestures, head movements and facial expression of

dancers ;
the latter with the gestures, the head movements, the facial expression

the movements of the feet and the legs, the standing poses, as well as their

combination and application in the various items of dance. Chapter 7 describes

all the 108 traditional talas.

In 1131 the Chalukya king Some^vara the Third compiled his encyclopaedic

work, named JVIanasollasa or Abhilasitarthacintamani,^^ which contains large

sections on music^® and dance. His son Elavicakravarti Jagadekamalla, who
ruled from 1134—1143, wrote a treatise on music, the Samgitacudamani,®®

which illustrates its exposition of the mgas with melodic examples.

Haripala, a king of Gujerat, who ascended the throne after Ajayapala, in

1179, is the author of a work on music and dance named Sangitasudhakara®^

in 6 chapters, dealing with 1. nrtta; 2. tala\ 3. vddya\ 4. ahhiimya and rasa;

5. irvii, svara, grama, rdga; 6. 'prahandha.

Some interesting information on the application and emotional content of

the older rdgas can be gathered from Jayadeva’s Gitagovinda, a l3rrical,

semi-dramatic composition in twelve episodes {adhydya) consisting of mono-
logues (in ca. 60 iloJcas) and twenty-four songs of eight lines (astapadls). This

work, the author of which was a court poet of the Bengal king Laksmana
(twelfth century), is generally considered to represent an intermediate stage

between the ancient Indian drama and modem Indian dance dramas, such as

the ydtrds in Bengal, the bJidgamtamelaTidtaJcas in Tamil Nadu and thekuchipudi

dance dramas in Andhra Pradesh.®^ The songs of the Gitagovinda, which

Jayadeva himself may have sung in accompaniment of the dancing of his wife

Nandike^vara, Abhinayadarpana (The mirror of gesture), transl. into English

by A. COOMAKASWTAMY and G. K. Duggibala, Cambridge 1917; crit. ed. with
iutrod., English transl. and notes by M. Ghosh, Calcutta 1934, -I960.

Nandike^vara, Bharatarnava, ed. with transl. in English and Tamil, by
K. Vastobva Sastbi, SMS 74, Tanjore 1957.

Some^vara, Manasollasa, ed. by G. K. SiiiGOHDEKAB, GOS 28, 84, 138, Baroda
1925, 1939, 1961. V, Raghavan is preparing a new critical edition.

ManasoUasa 4, 16, 1—948.

ManasoUasa 4, 16, 949—1406.
Kavicakravarti Jagadekamalla, San^tacudamani, ed. by D. K. Velanxab,

GOS 128, Baroda 1958.

A critical edition of Haripala’s Sangitasudhakara by V. RAGHAVAi^ and the

PRESENT WRITER is in preparation. For Haripala’s views on ridiya, especiaUy with
respect to vrtti and rasa, compare V. Raghavan, The Vrttis, in JOR 7 (1933), p.

103; the same. The number of rasas, Adyar 1940, p. 144—150. Cf. also M. Rama-
K^NA Kavi, a Gurjara king on sahgita, in EA.CV 1936, p. 402—416. The cat. of

Sanskrit mss. in GOML Mysore, Mysore 1900, mentions under section XI, no. 1017

a work by the same author, named Sahgitacudamam.
Compare V. Raghavan, Bhagavata-mela-nataka, in JISOA 1937 (Jmie—Deo.),

p. 167—170.
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PaciinavatI/3 ^re composed in various fdgas and talas. However, as early as

1903, in comparing some older editions of the Gitagovinda,®^ Richard Simonas

noticed that the names of some ragas differed from one edition to the other,

Since the correct interpretation of old Indian ragas has been forgotten, in

modern performances of the Gitagovinda the astapoMs are no longer sung in

their original ragas, but in modern Hindustani and Karnatak ragas.

The Bhavapraka4a,57 a well-known work on dramaturgy written between

1175 and 1250 by ^aradatanaya, deals in chapter 7 with the general principles

of music without entering into details.

The largest work that has for a long time been the most important source of

information on the ancient period, is the famous Samgitaratnakara^s written

by Sarhgadeva in the first half of the thirteenth century. The author’s father

Soddhala, who came from Kashmir, worked at the court ofking Singhana Deva

of Devagiri (= modern Daulatabad) from 1210-“1247. 6'arhgadeva himself was

a royal accountant in the king’s office. His treatise on music and dance, which

refers to numerous ancient authorities, became the standard work on the theory

of Indian music. Most of the later authors quoted largely from this work and

sometimes took great pains to connect the out of date theories of gramas and

irutis vdth contemporary music.

The Samgitaratn^ara is a work in seven chapters. Chapter 1 is subdivided

into eight sections (praJcarana) dealing with : the philosophical context of sound

(Tidda) : in 1. paddrthasamgraha and 2. pindotpatti; the musical aspects of sound

(ndda)

:

in 3. ruida, stTidna (register), iruti (micro-interval)
;
svara (interval) and

jdti (mode), their association with particular classes of human beings {hula),

gods {daivata), seers (m), verse metres {chandas), stereotyped sentiments

K. Vasudeva Sastbi, Gita Govinda with Abhinaya, Tanjore 1963, Introd.

p. 3.

Calcutta 1808 j Bonn 1836; Bombay 1884; Bombay 1899.
R. Simon-, Die Kotationen des Somanatha, in SKBAW (Philos. -philol. u. hist.

Kl.) 1903, p. 466, note 1.

For malava (1, 6 and 13) one could find malavagauda, for deMhhya (9 and 16)

de^avarddi, for varadl (10 and 21) de^avarddl, for Jceddra (11) gurjari, for gurjarl (18)
rdmaJcarl or pcUamanjarl, for dedavarddi (19) dsavarl. The editions seem to agree on
2, 5, 7 and 15: gurjari; 3, 14, and 20: vasanta; 4 and 24: rdmaharl; 8: karridp.; 12:
guruxhari or goi^akari; 17: bhairava and hhairavi; 22: varadl; 23: vibhdsa,

Saradatanaya, Bhavapraka^a, ed. with an introd. by Yadugibi Yatibaja
SvAMi of Melkot and K. S. RAMASVAin ^astbi, GOS 45, Baroda 1968.

Sarhgadeva, Sangitaratnakara, ed. by M. R. Telang, publ. by H. K. Apte,
I and II, Anandasrama Sanskrit Series 35, Poona 1897. The Sangitaratnakara by
Sarngadeva with KaUinatha’s commentary and English translation, by K. Ve-
danta CiNTAMANi, Union Press, Calcutta 1920. The Samgltaratnakara of Sarn-
gadeva with the Kalanidhi of KaJIinatha and the Sarngitasudhakara of Simhabhu-
pala, ed. by S. Subbahmanya SasteI, I, II, Hi, IV, Madras 1943, 1944 (revised by
V. Kb§namacabya, 1959), 1951, 1953. Sarngadeva, Sangitaratnakara I (ch. 1,

svara), transl. into English with detailed notes, by C. Kxjnhan Raja, ALS 51,
Madras 1945. Sarhgadeva, Sangitaratnakara, English transl. of ch. 7, by K. Kxjn-
JUNNi Raja and Radha Bubnieb, in ALB 23 (1959), 3 and 4.
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{rasa); 4. scales {grwrm-murclmi^-lcrarrwi 5. overlapping {sadharana);

6. melodic line and ornamentation {varnulanJcdra)

;

7. mode {jdti)

;

8 . formation

of text syllables (giH). Chapter 2 has 2 sections : one on grdmardgas, etc. and one

on rdgdngas, etc. Chapter 3 deals with performance practice: prakir^. Chapter

4 d.eals with the structure of compositions
:
prabandha. Chapter 5 deals with the

older rhythmic system of mdrgatdlas and its application in the ancient dhruvd

songs as well as the later rhythmic system of desltdlas. Chapter 6 is the chapter

on musical instruments (vddya) with the classical division into chordophones

{tatavddydni), aerophones (susiravddydni), membranophones (anaddhavadydni)

and idiophones (ghaTiavddydni). Chapter 7, a large chapter in 1678 verses, deals

with all aspects of ancient Indian dancing {narlana) according to the Natya-

sastra tradition. As compared to the dance chapter of Nandikesvara’s Abhina-

yadarpana it is more extensive and informative, but its treatment of most of

the subjects seems to be more brief than in the Natyasastra.^^

The chapters on music of the Samgitaratnakara not only provide us material

for the study of the ancient Indian music, but give us also some insight into

contemporary practice. Sarhgadeva draws a clear distinction between ancient

{purvaprasiddha) and contemporary (adhundprasiddha) rdgas and presents a

detailed description of the construction and temperament of contemporary

stick-zithers [vind) and transverse flutes {varnia).

A small work, the dating of which remains uncertain, is the Sangitasamaya-

sara by the Jain author Par^vadeva. Originally this work had ten chapters, but

since the first chapter and part of the second chapter are lost, the present

edition contains only nine chapters. Ch. 1 deals with sound {ndda), pitch

{dhvani), resonating body {iarlra), definition and classification of vocal music

[gita), rhythmically free introduction {dlapti), melodic line (varnu) and orna-

mentation {alarrikdra), Ch. 2 procedes with the dlapti and treats the various

types of melodic phrases {sthdyd), Ch. 3 deals with rdgas; ch. 4 with the various

types of composition; ch. 5 with tala; ch. 6 with dancing; ch. 7 with tala;

ch. 8 with vocal music [gita)

;

eh. 9 again with tala. Though the definitions in

this work are rather brief, it contains some interesting information on several

rdgas and especially on the rhythmically free introduction to a rdga performance,

the dlapti, later called dldp{ana).

Another work the dating of which is uncertain, is the Sangitamakaranda,®-

composed by a certain Narada. I am convinced that this author is not the same

See A. Dani^ilou, Introd. to the Samgitaratnakara of Sarngadeva, IV, ed. by
S. SuBBAHiviA3gTrA SastbI, Madras 1953, p. V.

Ca. 1250—1330, cf. V. Raghavan, Some names in early saiigita literature, in

BSI^A 6 (1957), p. 29, or ca. 1164—1253, i.e. after Paramardi and before Jaya, cf.

V. Raghavak, Niiitaratnavali of Jayasenapati, Madras 1965, Introd. p. 79.

The Sangitaaamayasara of Sangitakara §ri Parsvadeva, ed. by T. Ganapati
Sajstbi, Trivandrum 1925. V. Raghavan is preparing a new critical edition of the

complete text, based on some more mss.

Sangitamakaranda of Narada, ed. with introd. and appendices, by M. R.

Teuang, GOS 16, Baroda 1920.
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as the ancient Narada to whom both j^arngadeva^^ and the author of the

Sahgitamakaranda®* refer in connection with the forgotten gdTtdhdragrdma.

The Sahgitamakaranda may have been written after the Saiigitaratnakara as

its first chapter closely follows iSarngadeva's opinions, especially with respect

to the treatment of the notes, which are associated with particular deities

{demtd}, metres (cJiandas), and sentiments {rasa). The author of the SM adds to

this system of associations the family names (gofra), the constellations {nak-

mtra), the astrological houses (rdsl), their presiding deities {rddyadhidevatd) and

the fonn of the creatures {yonikcUJianam). Besides, the SM presents a new

system of rdga classification, which anticipates the later North Indian system

of male rdgas, female rdginis and infant pntra rdgas. The SM speaks about male

{puUinga), female (strt) and neuter (mpumsaka) rdgas,

The SM has two main sections and eight chapters. Section I on music

{sanglta) is subdivided in : ch. 1 origin of ndda and svaras

;

association of svaras

with non-musical phenomena; gramas, murchands, etc., ch. 2 summarizes

various terms, such as vddi, iridi, varm, alarnkdra, etc., ch. 3 classifies the rdgas,

ch. 4 deals vith the musical instruments. Section 11 on dance [nrtya) has also

four chapters, including a chapter on talas.

In 1253/4 Jayasenapati, the commander of the elephant forces under the

Andhra kmg Kakatiya Ganapati of Warangel (1198—1263), wrote a large

treatise on dance, named Niitaratnavali.®® Of the 8 chapters the first four deal

with the traditional {mdrga) theory of dance, as exposed in the Natya^astra.

In these chapters the author bases himself primarily on Abhinavagupta’s

commentary on the latter work. His quotations, which are often metrical

recasts of Abhinavagupta’s verses, may help us to reconstruct the corrupt

text of the Abhinavabharati.®’ From chapters 6, 6 and 7 of the Nrttaratnavali,

which describe the regional {desl) dance forms, we gain aninsight into the contem-
porary Andhra style of dance. Ch. 6, 117 mentions the 46 regional varieties of

the female dance (deSi Idsydngds). The first section of ch. 7 contains some
valuable information on the study of dance, such as times suitable for begin-

ning lessons, method of practising or taking lessons, students suitable for

learning the art, the dance dress, certain hand poses used in the exercises, the

importance of the expression {bhdva) of feelings, the need for the eye and the

mind to follow the movements ofthe hand. This chapter also provides informa-
tion on the musical accompaniment. Ch. 8 deals with the general presentation

of a dance performance.

«« SaniSR. 1, 4, 5.

NarSM. 1, 55.

NarSM. 3, 53-78.
Nrttaratnavali of Jaya Senapati, exit. ed. with introd. and notes, by V. Ra-

GHAVAN, MGOS 107, Madras 1965.
See V. Raghavait, Nrttaratnavali, Introd. p. 57 j cf. also note 42.
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Some interesting references to Matanga’s Brhaddesi prove that the latter

work originally contained a chapter on dance (nritaprakara^), which is lost.

Jayasenapati does not quote from the famous Sangitaratnakara, but his

silence could be explained by the fact that the families of the patrons of both

these authors, the Kakatiyas and the Yadavas, were enemies.®® Some parallel

passages in the works of Par^vadeva and Jayasenapati as well as the latter’s

more detailed discussion of the topics may support Raghavan’s views with

respect to Parsvadeva’s priority to Jayasenapati.^®

At the end of ch. 5 Jayasenapati mentions’^ another treatise written by

himself, that is to say, a work on music, named Gitaratnavali, of which no

manuscripts have been discovered so far.

In the fourteenth century another Andhra king, SimhabhupaJa of the

Recherla dynasty of Nayudu kings of Rajachala, wrote a commentary (Su-

dhakara) on the Sangitaratnakara. Though it is not as important as the com-

mentary that was written a century later by KaUinatha, it provides some

valuable information on older works. It mentions a commentary on the

Dattilam, named Prayogastabaka, of w^hich thus far no manuscripts have been

found.’2

Soon after Siinhabhupala, A^okamalla may have written a work on music

and dance, of which only the dance chapter (nrtyddhydyay^ has been handed

dowm. This isolated chapter, however, contains an elaborate description in

1600 verses of the classical art of dancing.

In 1324 a Jain scholar of philosophy, Sudhakalasa, wrote a treatise on music

and dance, named Sahgitopanisat. However, it was only the author’s own

abridgement of this work, the Sahgitopanisatsaroddhara,’^ written in 1350,

which was available in manuscript and was published fifteen years ago. The

extant work has six chapters dealing with: 1. glta and prahandha; 2. tala;

3. svaras, gramas, murcharms, Srutis, tanas and rdgas; 4. vddya; 5 and 6. nrtya.

The work as a whole may be representative for the Western Indian musical

tradition. The section on rdgas is only a brief summary, but it is interesting,

because it contains the first pictorial descriptions of the rdgas anticipating the

later rdga dhydnas. However, it is a long way from Sudhakalasa’s pseudoJcono-

graphic dhydnas to the later idyllic-romantic dhydnas, describing the emotional

content of the rdgas. One can hardly say that the former descriptions of rdga

deities, resembling the gods of the Jain pantheon, were continued in latter

descriptions, which show a preference for erotic situations and only incidentally

®« JaJ^K. 6, 1; 6, 58; 7, 21.

®® See V. Raghavak, Nittaratnavali, Introd. p. 73.

Raghavan, Nittaratnavali, Introd. p. 79.

JaNR. 5, 106.’

7® Simhabhupala on SarnSR. 1, 4, 15—16, AL ed. I, 1943, p. 109.

73 Asokamalla, Nityadhyaya, ed. by P. Shah, GOS 141, Baroda 1963.

7^ Sudhakalasa, Sangitopanisat-saxoddhara, Shah, GOS 133,
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refer to personifications of gods (to Krsna in rdga hindola, to Vasanta in rdga

vasarda, to Visnu in rdga sdranga, to Siva in rdga hJiairava), It is interesting to

note that some early specimina of marginal painting in a Kalpasutra manu-
script from the Jayasimhasuriji collection at Indore, illustrating particular

rdgas, correspond to the dhydnas of the Sangitopanisatsaroddhara.’®

Under Malik Shah (or Sarak), son of Bahadur Malik, sultan of Kada (near

Allahabad) and vassal of king Ibrahim of Jaunpur (ca. 1409->1414), who
re-established Islam in Bengal, the theory of Indian music was not neglected.

In 1428 this sultan organized a musicological congress, invited scholars from
all over the country and asked them to write an encyclopaedic work on music.

This work, named Sahgita&omani,^® is a compilation of material borrowed
from other treatises mentioned in the introductory chapter, verses 23—27.

Originally the work must have contained a chapter on dance, which is lost.

The extant text covers most of the material of the fourteen chapters : 1. introd.

;

irulis', 2. svaras', 3. grdmas\ 4. murchands\ 5. tanas
\ 6. varmis', alarnhdras]

7. gltas; 8. and 9. rdgas; 10. talas; 11. 'prahandha; 12. prahlrmi; 13. vadya.
Ch. 14 (on nrtya), the second part of ch. 8 and ch. 9 are still to be found. It is

a pity that these sections are not available, since they might tlirow some new
light on rdgas and dance forms of the period following the time of the Sahgita-
ratnakara, especially since the Sahgitasiromani is not a mere reproduction of
that work, but often quotes from less common sources, such as the Gitalamkara,
from which it has borrowed the pecuhar grama theory.

About 25 years later, under the Yadava king Immadi Devaraya, who held
rule over Vijayanagara (South India) from 1446-1465, Kallinatha, son of
Laksmidhara, wrote his famous commentary on the Sahgitaratnakara, named
Kalanidhi.77

rj^ ^ commentary on a famous work, but it

adds to its lucid explanation of the original work also some interesting observa-
tions regarding contemporary music, especially when commenting upon the
rdgas of ch. 2 of the Sangitaratnakara. Moreover, it is a mine of information on
lost works of the older authors, such as Kohala’s Sahgitameru.’^
At about the same time king Kumbha (Kumbhakarna), who ruled in

Chittorgarh (in Mewar) from 1433—1468, may have written his magnum opus
on music and dance, the Sangitaraja. This large work comprising 16000 ilohas
is divided into five chapters [ratnahosas) on: 1. pdthya (recitation); 2. gita
(vocal music); 3. vadya; 4. nrtya and 5. rasa. Each chapter has four sections
{vllmas), subdivided into four subsections {panlcsanas). The first volume of the
critical edition, published so far by Premlata Sarma,’^ covers the first two
chapters:

See S. M. Kawab, Masterpieces of the Kalpasutra Paiatings, Ahmedabad 1956,
Sangitopam§at-saroddhara, Baroda 1961, Introd. p. XXV.

. D. Pant and^ present weiteb are preparing an edition of this work
based on mss. from Calcutta, Banaras, Bikaner and Jodhpur.” See note 58.

!! o
hither information on the ancient musical authors see note 26.

Sangitaraja by Maharana Kumbha I, ed. by Pbemlata Sabma, Banaras 1963.
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1. pathyarainaho^a

ulldsa 1 deals with the author’s rehgious and pliilosophical background; his

date and identity; presents a list of authorities accepted by the author; defends
the art of music and dance against the criticism of Manu and others.

ulldsa 2 deals with all aspects of recitation in connection with words (pada),
sentences (vdkya); it summarizes the knowiedge (samjnd) of music in a list of
definitions of musical terms and their general explanation (paribhd^).

ulldsa 3 treats the various types of metre in Sanskrit, especially in connection
wdth musical compositions (prahandha).

ulldsa 4 deals wdth the alanhdras in poetics and dramatics.

2. gltaratnahoia

ulldsa 1 (svarolldsa)

:

par. 1 deals -with sound (nada), micro-intervals (^ruti), intervals (svara), basic

scales (grama), secondary scales (murchand), series of notes (tana),

par. 2 deals wdth the overlapping of intervals (svarosddhdraria) and the over-

lapping of modes (jdtisddhdrana)

.

par. 3 deals with melodic line (varna) and musical ornamentation (alanhdra).

par. 4 deals with the modes (jdti), their characterization (lak^ana) and music
examples (prastdra), which are religious songs (glta), in most cases songs

devoted to Brahma (brahmdkapdla)

.

Finally, this section deals with giti, i.e.

the division of long and short syllables in a song text (pada) or the order of the

repetition of parts of a song.

ulldsa 2 (rdgolldsa)

:

par. 1 deals with the traditional grdmardgas and their varieties and subvarieties,

differing in their dldpa section, named bhd^^° and vibhd^ds.

par. 2 deals wdth rdga varieties named rdgdngas.

par. 3 deals with bhdsd varieties, named bhdsd,ngas.

par. 4 deals with the so-called kriydnga class of rdgas.

ulldsa 3 (praklrnollasa)i

par. 1 deals with the singer (vdggeyakdra)

.

par. 2 deals with voice production (^abda).

par. 3 deals with the 15 varieties of vibrato (gamaka).

par. 4 deals with the various types of melodic phrases (sthdya), the varieties of

dlapti (rhythmically free introduction to a rdga), and with the vocal and instru-

mental ensembles (vrnda and kutapa).

ulldsa 4 (prabandholldsa)

:

par. 1 deals with the 14 traditional song types (suddha gita) : madraka etc.®^

par. 2 deals wdth the suda class of compositions.

par. 3 deals with the dlikrama class of compositions.

par. 4 deals with the praldrrui class of compositions.

Though Kumbha's work has almost the same structure as the Sahgitaratna-

kara, its treatment of the subjects is more lucid and exhaustive than Sarhga-

deva's work. Its language is not only clear, but sometimes even elegant. Part

of the material, for instance murchand and tana, is conveniently arranged in

charts and diagrams.

For a definition of bhdsd see KuSR. 2, 2, 1, 76.

The author illustrates these old songs with music examples which he has prob'

ably composed himself. See Pbemla.ta Shahma, Sangitaraja, Introd. p. 146.
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Kumblia shows a great respect and reverence for Bharata. He was influenced

by Abhinavagupta’s commentary on the Natyasastra, but apparently did not

know Nanyadeva’s Bharatabhasya. Of Kumbha’s numerous references to

l^Iatahga the reference to this author in the context of the mgadhydnas^^ is

particularly interesting, as it proves that Matahga’s Brhadde^i originally

contained such pictorial descriptions, which are not available in the extant

text of that work,®® It might also prove that the dhydnas in Sudhakala^a’s

Sangitopanisat-saroddhara, which are identical with Kumbha’s dhydnas, are

not the oldest Indian pictorial rdga descriptions.

Besides his Sangitaraja, Kumbha also wrote a commentary on the Gita-

govinda of Jayadeva, named Basikapriya.®^

During the first hah of the sixteenth century Subhahkara may have written
his Sangitadamodara,®® a treatise on music and dance which became very
popular in Bengal, Most probably the author himself was a Bengali. The date
of composition of the work can be placed before 1580, the year in which
Sukladhvaja, the brother and minister of MaUadeva (king of Kuchbihar from
1555—87) died, since the Sadarpakandarpa, written by Bhavananda Thakur
at the command ofSukladhvaja, contains a reference to the Sahgitadamodara.®®
^ubhahkara s work has five chapters, dealing withr 1, emotional expression
{hhdva, anvbhdva and vibhdva); 2. the principal male character {ndyaka), the
principal female character {TidyiJcd), her Mends {saJcM); sound {ndda), vocal
music {glta); 3. intervals (svara), musical ornaments {gamaka), numbers {gana),
secondary scales (murchand), groups of syllables (varga); series of notes (tdna),
basic scales {grama), melodic patterns [rdga), rhythmic cycles {tdla)] 4. micro-
intervals {indi)

; attendants of the principal characters {saciva)
\ the arts {kald)

\

musical instruments {vddya)\ idiophones (ghana); units of time {mdtrd)',
postures of dancing (angakdra); dance movements (nrtya); dramatic art
{ndtya); dramatic styles (vrtH); dialects; staging; types of drama {rupaka and
uparupaka); divisions of a drama {sandhi); 5. defects of singing {gdyanadosa);
parts of a song {sthdyi, sancdri, dhdri, kdpdlim); pauses in the music {laya)\
sentiments experienced by the audience {rasa).

Subhankara^s clear exposition of the structure of the dhruvaka composition®’
of the idh^asMaprahaTidha class contributes to our knowledge of the history
of the dhrupad. His reference to a text named Bharatasamhita in connection

KuSK. 2, 2, 2, 62.

iJ Brhaddesi only four lines on p. 141, enumerat-mg some of the weU-known iconographic elements, are handed down.
commentaries Rasikapriya of Kumbha andR^anjari of gankaramisra, ed. by M, R. Tei^o and V. L. Paksixab, Bombay

San^tadamodarah of Subhankara, ed. bv G Sastbi a
BHYAVA CSCRS 11, Calcutta 1960; V. Raghivan is prJariecution of this work. ^ ^

Cf. SubhSD. Introd., p. 15.
Cf, SubhSD. ch. 2, under gUa, p. 19,

G. MumoPA-
a new critical
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^vith the compositions of the sankiri^udayrahav^^ class®® is interesting, but

I doubt whether the Natya^stra is meant here, because these types of com-

position are not mentioned in the latter work and may only have developed

at a later age.

Of particular interest are Subhahkara’s pictorial descriptions (dhydna) of the

rdgas in chapter 3.®® Some of them®® are also found in Dtoodara’s Sahgitadar-

pana, which was probably written at a later date.®^ The dhydims of Damodara,

often quoted on rdgamdla miniatures, are well known, but Subhankara’s

dhydnas, which also appear on miniatures,®® remained for a long time unnoticed

by the art scholars. In its own time the Sahgitadamodara was a w’ell-known

work. The fact that it was translated into Persian accounts for its fame.®®

Subhankara wrote a separate treatise on dance, named Hastamuktavali,®^

especially devoted to the hand movements of the dancer. A commentary on

this work, named Hastamuktavalisarasamuddhrtika, was written in 1675 by

Ghanasyama for Ananta, the grandson ofthe Nepalese king Jagajjyotirmalla.®®

The Descriptive Catalogue of the Asiatic Society at Calcutta®® mentions

another work of Subhahkara, the Samganasagara, containing sections on vocal

and instrumental music as well as on dancing.

A work that is almost entirely devoted to pictorial descriptions {dhydna) of

the rdgas — only a brief survey in 62 ^lokas of the traditional theory of svaras,

gramas, murchands, gdyarm, gamaJcas and gdTias is given at the beginning — is

the Catvarimsacchataraganirupana,®^ written by a certain Narada, who may

Cf. SubhSD. p. 29.

8® gubhSD. p. 36—41.
mdlavai DamSD. 2, 99; lata: DamSD. 2, 94; hanmpx: DamSD. 2, 88; varadl:

DaxnSD. 2, 5Q;hindola: DamSD. 2, 12;dhandsi: DamSD. 2, 104; mdlasihd: DamSD.
2, 102; vasanta: DamSD. 2, 98; deiaga: DamSD. 2, 78; pathamafijarl: DamSD. 2,

80; velavali: DamSD. 2, 74; gujjarl: DamSD. 2, 117; rdmakiri: DamSD. 2, 76;

lalita: DamSD. 2, 82.

See p. 26, note 150.

Compare Illustrated Onya Palmleaf ms. ed. as Ragacitra by K. K. Patnaik,

Cuttack 1966; Johnson Album 35, India Office Library, London; cf. article by the

PBESENT wniTEB: The Sanskrit Dhyanas of Johnson Album 35 and the Raga
Descriptions of Subhankara’s San^tadamodara, in JRAS 1971, p. 52—58; Anaot
Krishna, An early ragamala series, in AO 4 (1961), p. 368—372, describing a min.

ms. in Bharat Kala Bhavan, Banaras, no. 9070/1036.
®® R. Simon, Zur Chronologie der indischen Musikhteratur, in: ZII 2 (1923), p.

162, referring to AR 3, p. 65.

Edited by Maheswar Neog of Gauhati XJniv., in App. to JMAJM 23—30

(1952—1959); a new edition by V. Raghavan is in preparation; cf. Raghavan,
Later sangita literature, in BSNA 18 (1961), p. 5.

Ms. in National j^chives (Nepal Darbar Library), Elhatmandu, Nepal; cf.

also M. Neog, A further note on the date of Subhankarakavi, in JMAM 30 (1959),

p. 152.

H. P. Sastri, Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Mss. in the Collection of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal XIV, Calcutta 1955, p. 38, no. 41, ms. no. 4852.

Edited by M. S. Sukthanhar, Arya Bhusan Press, Bombay 1914.
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have lived in the sixteenth or seventeenth century. According to Prajilananan-

da*® there are four ^N^aradas, who were experts in music i 1 . the author of the

Naradiya Siksa c. A. D.);®® 2. the author of the Pancamasarasamhita

(1440 A, 3. the author of the Sahgitamakaranda (14^^^ or 15^ and

4. the author of the Eaganirupana (16^^! or 17^^ c.), who is apparently the

writer of the Catvarimsacchataraganirupana.i®®

Some rdga-dhydnas of the CRN are also found in Damodara’s Sangitadar-

pana.^®® Though the dating of both works is still uncertain, I am inclmed to

think that Damodara quotes Narada and that the latter is senior to the former,

since the general character of Narada’s dhyanas,which are nearer to the older

iconographic rdga descriptions, would assign the CRN to an older period.

A landmark in the history of Indian music is the Svaramelakalanidhi (1550)

written by the South Indian musicologist Ramtoatya,^®^ at the request of

Vehkadri, the brother of the influential minister of king Sada^iva of Vijayana-

gara, Ramaraja, in order to “reconcile the conflicting views of the theory of

music’’. This phrase, which became a slogan among the later Indian musicolo-

gists, means that the author realized that the music of his time had changed,

but felt obhged to pay respect to older authorities like Sarhgadeva. This may
have led Ramamatya to reproduce the ancient Sruti theory and apply the

ancient svara names to the tones of the contemporary lute temperament.

Brahaspati^®^ sharply criticizes this attitude of the South Indian theoreticians,

because, m Ms view, they did not want to admit foreign influence and presented

the contemporary lute temperament, which might have developed under

Arabic influence, in an Indian disguise.

The SvaramelakalarddM has five chapters, the contents of which might be

described as follows

:

Chapter 1 {upodghdta) is the preface to the work. It provides information

about the author’s patron and contains the table of contents.

Chapter 2. Where the older treatises always start with a discussion on ndda,

svara, huti, grama, jdti, grdmardgas, hJidsds, etc., the SM no longer deals with

these ancient concepts. Ramamatya only mentions the ancient irutis in

connection with the seven basic notes {inddha svarasY^^ and reduces the number

S, PnAjNANANANDA, History of Indian Music, Calcutta 1963, p. 114.
See note 7.

Mss. in Collection of SaMtya Pari?ad, Calcutta and in Collection of Asiatic
Society of Bengal, Calcutta.

See note 62.

Edited by D. K. Jo^i, Bombay 1914.

NarCRN. p. 7: irlrdga, cf. DamSD. 2, 96; gaudl, cf. DamSD. 2, 66; p. 8:
varatl, cf. DamSD. 2, 56; p. 9: dhanadrl, cf. DamSD. 2, 104.

Edited with introd. and transl. in English, by M. S. RamasvXmu Aiyab,
Annamalai Univ,, Cidambaram 1932.

K. C. Bbahaspati, Muslim influence on Venkatamakhi and his school, in
BSNA 13 (1969), p. 5-25.

RamSM. 2, 22—24 and 27—30.
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of the ancient alterations {viJcrta svaras), stating that of the twelve theoretical

alterations mentioned by Sarhgadeva in his Sahgitaratnakara, only seven are

used in musical practice.^®^

In chapter 3, after a brief reference to the ancient Yedic literature, which

associates the parts of a vi7id with the gods, and some quotations from ancient

literary works concerning the effects of vind music, Ramamatya describes the

various types of lute {viTm) used in his days as well as their tuniog. He distin-

guishes two main types, namely instruments with fixed frets, the so-called

sarvaraga-mehL-vlims, i.e. lutes which permit playing in all the rdgas^ and
instruments with movable frets, named elmra^a-mela-vinds, i.e. lutes on which

only one rdga could be played at a time, while for every new rdga the frets had

to be moved. Besides these two mam types, he mentions three varieties of lutes,

differing in the tuning of their main strings : 1. the ^vddhamela-vi'm (Sa, Pa, sa,

ma),^®® 2. the madhyaimla-viim (Pa, sa, pa, sa’)^®® and 3, the acyutardjamela-

vind (Sa, Pa, sa, pa). The most interesting section of this chapter, however, is

Ramamatya’s description of the method of placing the frets,^^® which is

technically speaking a P3rthagorean temperament. Ramamatya’s temperament

bases itself on the ancient Indian principle of consonance [sammdi) of the per-

fect fourth and fifth (sa-ma; sa-pa). Applying this principle, which he calls

svayambhu, to all the other notes, he determines the place of all the frets on the

lute. This, inevitably, leads to the so-called P3d;hagorean temperament, which

was, as a matter of fact, used in contemporary Persian and Arabian music.

Chapter 4. Of almost equal importance is Ramamatya’s discussion of the

melas. Ramamatya is the first author in the history of Indian music who,

instead of reproducing the old modal system, which lists rdgas under parent

rdgas and the latter amder parent modes {jdti), presents — being a composer

himself— a more practical system of twenty basic scales (in fact only nineteen,

because two, sdrangandta and keddragaula, are identical), which could easily

be applied to the contemporary mim. Rtotoiatya rearranged the existing

rdgas according to their tonal structure and listed them under his twenty basic

scales (mela). With the introduction of a scalar classification system the ancient

modal system definitely fell into disfavour. After Ramamatya the South Indian

theoreticians developed a more elaborate system of seventy-two basic scales,

while North Indian musicologists, after a period of experimenting with ever

smaller numbers of basic scales, finally accepted a system of ten basic scales

(thdta) devised by V. N. Bhatkhande.^^®

In chapter 5 Rtoamatya arranges the rdgas into three classes: L superior

{uttama) rdgas, i.e. pure, unmixed rdgas, suitable for singiag (gita), composing

Compare RamSM. 2, 32—12.

This is the tuning of the Hindustani bln (rudra vlrid).

This is the tuning of the modem Karnatak wna.
Compare RamSM. 2, 44—62.

See RamSM. Introd. p, XXXY.
See p. 34, esp. notes 222 and 223.
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{prabandM), rhythirdcally free introduction (dldpa) and phrasing {thdya); 2,

middling {rriadhyama) rdgas, i.e. rdgas suitable for singing fragments of com-

positions {prabardTia-hMn^); 3. inferior (adharm) rdgas, i.e. popxilar rdgas,

which “da^e the masses’’ {pdrmrabhrdrmhds) and are unsuitable for aldpa,

thdya and 'prabandha.

Id. chapter 5 Ramamatya mentions some of the traditional characteristics

(lahsam) of the individual rdgas

,

such as initial note [grdha), dominant [amia)

and final note {nydsa), the number of notes (5, 6 or 7), as well as the time of

performance.

At the end ofthe work^^^ Ramamatya says that he does not treat the subjects

tala and prahandha, because these had already been exhaustively discussed by

Sarhgadeva. Should this mean that ^arhgadeva’s rules regarding these subjects

were still valid in Ramamatya’s days ?

The first musicologist who applied Ramamatya’s system of nineteen basic

scales (mda) to North Indian music, is Pundarikavitthala. According to Jani^^^

the composer Purandaradasa (1481) had already tried to fuse the North and
South Indian music. Pundarikavitthala was born in the South Indian village

Satanurva near the hiH Sivaganga, but migrated to the North. He wrote his

Sadragacandrodaya^^® in the years 1560—1570, when he worked for king Burhan
Klian in Anandavalli (near Nasik) in the district Khandesh.^^® The system of

nineteen melas expounded in the Sadragacandrodaya closely resembles Rama-
matya’s system: eleven rmlas are identical in both systems, namely: mukhdn,
mdlava^avda, sr%, iuddharmta, deddksl, harndtagauda, keddra{gaula), ahhlrl

(= R’s dhari), ^vddhavardti, stiddhardmakrt and nddaramakrl. The other melas

are different in notes, or, in notes as well as in names
;
a few of them have only

one different note, namely: P’s hijeja and R’s hejuji', P’s todl and R’s vasan-

tabhairam; P’s sdranga and R’s sdrangandta. The mela hindola is entirely

different in both systems.

The Ragamanjarl,^^’ which was written when Pundarikavitthala was in the

service of the two brother princes Manasimha and Madhavasimha (who ruled in

Jaipur as feudatories of the emperor Akbar), shows a further development
towards Hindustani music, the music of North India, although the system of
twenty melas of this work is almost the same as that of the author’s first work.
In both works, as Tvell as in a third treatise, named Ragamala,^^® written in 1576,
Pundarikavitthala uses for his iuddha scale the notes of the South Indian mela
muJchdri, In latter work, however, he also explains the typical North Indian
system of male {purusa), female {strl) and infant {putra) rdgas.

RamSM. 5, 67.

See Rasakaumudi, A Work on Indian Music by Srikantha, ed. by A. N. JAia,
Baroda 1963, Introd. p. 73.

Edited by G. Yajeatanka, Bombay 1912,
For the dating of Pundarikavitthala’s works see P, K. Gode, Chronology of

the works of Pundarikavitthala, in JMAM 6 (1935), p, 119: 8 (1937), p. 126.
Edited by D. K. Josi, Poona 1918.
Edited by N. G. RlTANjAisXAn and G. G. Babve, Bombay 1914.
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Together with Ramamatya’s tuning of the inMhamela-vina, which corre-

sponds to the tuning of the modern Hondnstam bin {rudram^), Pnndarika-

vitthala had adopted Ramamatya’s system of twelve (Pythagorean) semitones.

However, in his description of the mdas he uses more than twelve notes. In his

Ragamala he devises a system of eighteen micro-intervals, the application of

which is, however, restricted to the middle octave {madhya saptaka),^^^ In his

Ragamala and his Ragamanjari, Pundarikavitthala applies this system of

eighteen micro-intervals in his description of the melas. According to Bhat-

khande^^i Pundarikavitthala might have read Somanatha's Ragavibodha, which

devises a similar system of seventeen micro-intervals, hut, since the latter

work was not written before 1609, it is more likely that Somanatha imitated

Pundarikavitthala, who wrote his works ca. thirty years earlier.

Besides the above-mentioned works Pundarikavitthala may also have

written the following treatises or chapters, of which manuscripts are available

in the Tanjore Sarasvati Mahal Library: Nartananirnaya, Sahgitavrttaratna-

kara and Vitthaliya.

Although the South Indian system of classifying rdgas according to their

scales {mela) was introduced into the North, the North Indians also continued

their own so-called rdga-rdginl system, based on purely aesthetic principle,

and composed a number of works entirely devoted to the pictorial aspects of

the rdgcLS, such as the JRagamdla written in 1570 by Ksemakarna,^®^ a son of

Mahe§a Pathaka, at the request of king Jatava.^^®

An interesting work, which stands midway between the South and the North

Indian systems of rdga classification, is Srikantha’s Rasakaumudi.^®* The

author may originally have come from the Southj^^s worked under Jam
Satrusalya, king of Navanagara near Dvaraka (in Gujarat). In his work, which

he may have written ca. 1575,^®® he does not only deal with music (ch. 1-4) and

dance (ch. 5), but also treats topics from general aesthetics: rasa (ch. 6 and 7),

srngdra^varnu, i.e. love stimulating decoration of women (ch. 8), rtuvarmyia,

i.e. the decoration of the dancer according to the seasons (ch. 9), and finally

(eh. 10) deals with the behaviour of a king {rdjanltivaryana). The main impor-

tance ofthe work, however, lies in its treatment of the rdgas. Though Srikantha

See V. N. Bhatkhaote, A comparative study of some of the leading music

systems of the 15^, 16^, and 18^ centuries, Bombay 1941, p. 52—53.

12® See Bhatkha3^e, Comparative Study, p. 52.

121 See BniTKHAimE, Comp. Study, p, 52.
122 Also named Eiemendra or Mesakarna.
i2» Ms. of this ragamala text in London; cf. J. Eggeung, Catalogue of Sanskrit

Manuscripts in the Library of the India Office, H, London 1889, no. 1516b; other

mss, in Oxford, Calcutta and Nadiad. The text will be published in GOS ; cf. B. J.

Saostdesaba, Foreword to Rasakaumudi by ^rikantha, ed. by A. N. Jani, GOS 143,

Baroda 1963.
124 Edited by A. N. JAm, GOS 143, Baroda 1963.

125 See Rasakaumudi, Introd. p. 7.

125 See Rasakaumudi, Introd. p. 9.
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has, like Pundarikavittlmla, adopted the South Indian mela system, he does

not neglect the pictorial aspect ofthe ragas, hut gives the dhydna of every rdga.

He also mentions the seasons associated vith the rdgas as well as their appro-

priate times of performance. It is interesting to note that, in his classification

of thirty-seven important rdgas in ch. 2, Srikantha has reduced the number of

mdas to eleven (in fact only ten, because his mehs no. 8, malhdra, and no. 11,

sdranga, are identical, since there is no difference between kaisika ni and

trisniii ni). His temperament is a copy of Ramamatya’s svayambhu tempera-

ment.

The Andhra author Somanatha also adopted Ramamatya’s vl'm tempera-

ment and mda system. In his Ragavibodha,!^? bitten in 1609, however, he

reproduces for the most part Pundarikavitthala’s interpretation of Ramama-
tya’s theories. Like P., Somanatha has accepted Ramamatya’s vl'm tempera-

ment with its twelve Pythagorean semitones, but uses in his description of

basic scales (mela) a more refined system of micro-intervals. Somanatha’s

seventeen micro-intervals are almost identical with Pundarikavitthala’s

eighteen micro-intervals. Only one out of these eighteen, namely the ekagaiika

has no equivalent in Somanatha’s system. Ajs the system of eighteen

micro-intervals is already expounded in Pundarikavitthala’s Ragamala, which
was definitely written in 1576, Somanatha must have borrowed his micro-

interval system from that author.

The first chapter of Somanatha’s Ragavibodha closely resembles chapter I
ofPundarikavitthala’s Ragamanjari. It summarizes the ancient terminology in

the same order. In chapter Somanatha mentions eleven Persian modes,
probably in imitation of Pundarikavitthala’s enumeration of fifteen Persian
modes at the end of his Ragamanjari.^®® Seven out of Somanatha’s eleven
names for the Persian mdgarriM are also found in the latter work, namely
irdkka^ huseni, musaltj vdkhareja, hijeja, ^puska (= musakcC) and saraparda.
However, the general plan of the Ragavibodha bears also close resemblance

to Ramamatya’s Svaramelakalanidhi. After a brief discussion on the ancient
terminology (ch. 1) Somanatha immediately starts, in ch. 2, a discussion on the
temperament of the Suddha- and Tnadhyamela vlndi which corresponds to ch. 3
of the Svaramelakalanidhi.

(Chapter 3 ofthe Ragavibodha, corresponding to chapter 4 of the Svaramela-
kalanidhi, deals with the mdas. But, contrary to the other followers of Rama-
matya, Somanatha did not reduce the number of melas^ but added a few, so
that the total number of his melas becomes twenty-three.^®^ Out of these,
thirteen are identical with Ramamatya’s mdas and three {suddhavaraii,

Somanatha, Ragavibodha, ed. by P. G. GHAnpums, Poona 1889; edited with
introd. and translation in English, by M. S. Ramasvami Aiyau, Madras 1933; ed.
by S. SuBRAHaiA^A Saspei, ALS 48, Madras 1945.

^28 See The Ragas of Somanatha, by the present waiter, Leiden 1976, Introd.
The author’s own comm, on SomRV. 3, 57; cf. p. 99 of ALS edition.

1®® Josfs edition, Poona 1918, p. 19.
See ALS edition of the Ragavibodha, p. 244, 245, Table of melas.
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srlrdga and harnataganda) are slightly different from their equivalents in his

system.^®® But three {todi, hammlra and sdranga) correspond to melas of the

same name, which Pundarikavitthala describes in his Ragamahjari/^s ^Lile

Somanatha’s holyana has its equivalent only in Srikantha's system, Soma-

natha’s hhairava and vasanta mela are not found in any of the works of his

predecessors and his nialldri mela is not identical with the one mentioned by

Srikantha.

In chapter 4, corresponding to chapter 5 of the Svaramelakalanidhi, Soma-

natha describes the individual characteristics {lahsaim) of the rdgas.

Chapter 5, the last chapter of the Ragavibodha, is the most valuable part of

the book. Like Srikantha, Somanatha gives the pictorial descriptions {dhydna)

of the rdgas and mentions their appropriate times of performance. But in

Somanatha’s opinion a mere abstract, aesthetic picture {devamaya rwpa^ lit.

‘‘divine form”) of the rdgas would not suffice. So the author decided to present

their sound form {nddatma rupa) as well. As a result, he has provided us with

the most interesting music examples of the history of Indian music. In contra-

distinction to the music examples illustrating the jdtis and rdgas in the older

treatises, Somanatha’s music examples give us an insight into contemporary

music practice, since their notation is not one of bare tone syllables, but a

notation with symbols indicating the various musical ornaments to be played

on the lute {vlnd). Although Somanatha’s system of notation was not generally

accepted and did not lead to uniformity in gamaka notation, his explanation

and his application ofthe various types ofornaments for the vim {vadanahhedas)

are elucidating. His music examples resemble the unmetered dldpanas of

modern practice and provide us with valuable material for a comparative study

of seventeenth century and modern Indian rdgas^^^

In South India Ramamatya’s vlnd temperament and Tnda system was further

developed by Somanatha, but also by Govinda Diksita and Ms sons Venkata-

makhin and Yajnanarayana Diksita, Govinda Diksita, who served as a minister

under two kings of Tanjore, Acyuta and Raghunatha, wrote in 1614 a treatise

on music and dance, named Saiigitasudha, wMch he attributed to king Raghu-

natha. The work may originally have had seven chapters (1. svara; 2. rdga;

3. prahirna; 4. prabandha; 5. tala; 6. vddya; 7. ruirtana), but all available

manuscripts only contain the first four chapters.^®® From Venkatamakhin^®’

The reader may consult Ramamatya’s Svaramelakalanidhi, ed. and transL

by M. S. Ramasvami Ajyab, Introd., Table of melas following p. XLIV.
^33 See Jodi’s edition p. 19.

134 Compare Rasakaumudi, ed. by A. N. Jani, Introd. p. 24, 25; ch. 2, 162.

The reader who is interested in a Mstorical and comparative study of these

rdgas might consult The Ragas of Somanatha, by the present writer.

135 The extant chapters of this work have been published by P. S. Sundae^
Aiyab and SuBRAmiAisrYA Sastbi, in JMAM 1 (1930) — 4 (1933) ; later this edition

was pubhshed in book form with additions and corrections by V, Raghavan,

Madras 1940.

VenkCP. 1, 157.
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we know that in those days, besides the common suddha and TYiadhyamela vlyd

described by Eamamatya, there was a mim with a higher tuning, i.e. a fourth

higher than the madhyarnda vlim and comparable to the madJiyaniairuti tuning

of the modem Karnatak vim. It was called the Raghunatha-mela-vina.

Though the king himself was a good musician, a vim player as well as a com-

poser, we may guess that Govinda Diksita devised the new tuning and called

the instrument after his king.

According to Ramanathan^®^ Ramamatya’s vims had only nine long fcets,

which could be used in plajdng on all four main strings, and five shorter ones to

be used only wMle playing on the fourth melody string (sarani). Ramanathan
apparently only refers to Yerikatamakhin’s description of the ekaraga-suddha-

Tnda-vlnd,^^^ without thinking of the akhilaraga-^icddhamela-vlm, wliich,

according to Venkatamakhin/^^ had besides its long six standard frets five

additional long and eight additional short frets for the twelve chromatic notes

in the upper octave (tdra saptaJca) plus the highest note {afitdrasa). Ramanathan
suggests that Govinda Dikiata might have invented the modern twenty-four

frets of equal length fixed with wax. Rut a lute with twenty-four frets, though
not of equal length, existed already in those days. Vehkatamakhin describes

such a lute, the ahhih~madhyamela~vlm, which had twelve long and eleven or

twelve short frets for the twenty-four chromatic notes in the middle and higher

octaves.^^2 Somanatha mentions this new type of vlnd with twenty-four frets

(or twenty-five frets includmg the mem) already in liis Ragavibodha in 1609,

which is anyhow five years before Govinda Diksita's Sahgitasudha (1614).

In 1620, at the request ofthe Tanjore king Vijaya Raghava Nayaka, Govinda
Diksita’s son Vehkatamakhin, also named Vehkate^vara Diksita, wrote Ms
well-known, but disputable work, the Caturdandipraka^ika. Its title reminds
us of the four older types of composition, the so-caUed catur-dandl: dldpa
(rhythmically free rdga improvisation), thdya (characteristic plirase of a rdga),

glta (short vocal composition in one rdga) and prahandlia (large composition
with several subdivisions in one or more rdgas and talas). Originally the work
may have contained ten chapters (1. vlifw,\ 2. iruti’, 3. svara\ 4. melai 5. Tdga\
6. dldpa; 7, thdya; 8. glta; 9. prahandha; 10. tala). The last chapter as well as
part of ch- 9 are lost. The present edition^^® is based on the incomplete Telugu
manuscript owned by Ambi Diksitar, a descendant of the famous composer
Muttusvami Diksitar.

Vehkatamakhin’s system of nineteen meUs (ch. 4) closely resembles Rama-
matyas mela system: fifteen of Vehkatamakhin’s melas are almost identical

Compare Raghavan, Later San^ta Literature, in BSNA 17 (1960), p. 18.
S. RAMAJiTAraAK, Raghunatha mela vina, in JMAM 35 (1964), -p. 147.
VenkCP. I, 31—38.

' \

VehkCP. 1, 39-43.
VenkCP. 1, 94-98.
The Caturdandiprakasika of Venkatamakhhi, ed. by S. Subbahmat^ya

bASrai and T. L. Venxatabama Aiyar, Madras 1934.
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with Ramamatya’s melas. The mela hhairavi of the former corresponds to the

mela hindola of the latter, and similarly, the former’s iamkarabharaTm to the

latter’s Jceddrdgaula and sdrangandta. Only Vehkatamakhin’s melas bhupdla,

pantuvardU, simharava and halydm are not found in Ramamatya’s system.

Vehkatamakhin is also credited with the invention of a system of rdga classifi-

cation according to seventy-two melas, expounded in the supplement {anu-

bandha) to the Caturdandiprakasika, but in this respect his authorship is

doubtfol.^^^ Despite its doubtful origin, it is this system which the famous

classical Karnatak composer Muttusvami Diksitar (1775—1835) used in his

compositions. A somewhat different system with slight changes in the nomen-

clature and a more consistent apphcation of the so-called hatapayddi prefixes^

is described in the late eighteenth century treatise Sahgrahacudamani by

Govinda.^^® This second system was used by Tyagaraja (1767—1847) and all

later Karnatak composers, and became the standard mela system of modern

South Indian music.

While most of the musicologists tried to keep pace with the rapidly changing

musical styles in the North as well as in the South, some of them continued

writing treatises on music and dance in the old style. One may wonder why

old-fashioned works Hke the Sahgitadarpana, written ca. 1625 by Damodara,

son of Laksmidhara Bhatta, could gain such a popularity. The Sahgitadarpana

is handed down in several versions. In Sanskrit there is a parallel work, named

Sahgitasaroddhara by one Hari Bhatta, which is published as the Sahgitadar-

pana of Catura Damodara.^'^’ In Hindi there is a paraphrase by HarivaUabha.^^®

A prose paraphrase of the Hindi text probably dates from a later time.^^®

Most probably the Sahgitadarpana of Damodara was not so much appreciated

as a musicological work — its archaic rdga lahsari^ based on Sarhgadeva’s

See V. Raghavait, Vehkatamakhia and the 72 melas, in JMAM 12 (1941), p.

67—69.
145 0 ^ letters of the Sanskrit alphabet indicating the mela number in the reverse

order.

The Sarngrahacudamam of Govinda and the Bahataramelakarta of Vehkata-

kavi, ed. by. by S. Subbahmakya Sastri, with a erit. mtrod. in English by T. R.

‘Srinivasa Ayvangar, Madras 1938.

The Sah^tadarpana of Catura Damodara, ed. by K. Vastjdeva Sasybi, SMS

34, Tanjore 1952; cf. Raghavan, in BSNA 17, p. 21.

1^8 Mss. in Berlin, London, Banaras, Calcutta and Bikaner. The ms. in the

British Mus., Add. 26, 540, was written by a copyist named Saxahga.

1^8 See A. A. Bare, Bijdrage tot de kennis der Voor-Indisehe muziek, Theas,

Utrecht 1930, Introd. p. 1—3. Besides this thesis, which contains a transhteration

and an English translation of chs. 1 and 2, the Sanskrit text of Damodara’s Sahgita-

darpana was published by S. M. Tagore, Calcutta 1881 (only the first two cl^.);

chs. 1 to 5, 22 in SM 1 (1886) and 2 (1890) ;
complete and critical edition, based on

four mss. of India Office Library, London, one ms. in Paris and the Hindi ms. m
Berhn, by R. Simon, as “Quellen zur indischen Musik,” in ZDMG 56 (1902), p.

129—153 and 262—292; second edition of Tagore’s edition of the first two chs. with

Gujarati comm, by R. L. Takkar, Bombay 1909; complete edition with modem

Hindi comm, by V. N. Bhatta, Sahgit Karyalaya, Hathras 1950.
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Sangitaratn^ara could hardly serve as a source ofinformation on contemporary

music —,
but gained popularity due to its pictorial descriptions (dhydnas),

which were profusely quoted on ragamdla immature paintings all over India.

However, even in this respect, the Sahgitadarpana is not original, since it

borrows a number of its dhydnas from Subhahkara’s Sahgitadamodara.^^®

A compilation from older as well as more recent works, named Abhinava-

bharatasarasahgraha, was written ca. 1650 by Mummadi Cikkabhupala, alias

Cikkappagauda or Sappegauda, a ruler of Madhugiri (part of Mysore State, in

Tumkur district). The book quotes large sections from the following works:

Natya§astra of Bharata, Dattilam, Sahgitasudliakara of Haripala, Brhaddesi

of Matahga, Bharatarnava of Nandike^vara, Svaramelakalanidlii of Hamama-
tya, Sahgitaratnakara of Sarhgadeva and Sahgitopanisatsaroddhara of Su-

dhakala^. The value of this compilation lies mainly in its correct citations,

which may help us to restore some of the older texts.

A work which provides valuable information on the North Indian tempera-

ment and raya classification in the seventeenth century, is the Sangitaparija-

ta,i52 written by Ahobala in the latter part of that century. Though the

author’s name points towards a South Indian origin, the book mainly deals

with North Indian music. It is apparently not handed down in its complete
form. Soon after its composition it became a well-known work. As early as 1724
it was translated into Persian by Pandit Dinanath, son of Basudeo (sc. Vasu-
deva). It seems to have formed part of the emperor Mohammed Shah’s li-

brary.^®® Most of the modern Sanskrit editions only contain the first chapter on
ragas,^^^ According to Simon^ss the edition by Gondalekhar also contains
chapter 2. Fortunately, the rdga chapter presents all the interesting material
which can give us an insight into contemporary music practice. Ahobala stiQ

reproduces the ancient theory of twenty-two microtones.^^® Mentioning their

Compare SubhSI). Calcutta edition, p. 36—41; cf. also p. 17 of this contri-
bution.

See Abhinavabharatasarasangraha of Cikkabhupala, ed. by H. Satyahaba-
YANA, Mysore 1960, Introd. p. XXI, XXX and XXXII.

Ahobala, Saii^taparijata 1, 1—497, ed. by K. Vebantavagi^a and g. P.
Ghosa, Calcutta 1879; the same portion of this work was edited again by J. Vid-
YASAGABA, Calcutta 1884; 1, 1—112 published in SM 1 (1886), no. 12; 1, 1—497
publ. in Arunodaya 1 (1891), no. 10; the complete text was edited by E. S. Gondha-
LEKHAB, 1897; ed. with Hindi comm, by Kaltni), Hathras 1940, 1941, 1971; ed.
wth Hindi comm, by S. Kovida, Hathras 1956; ed. with Bengali transl. and notes
by S. Mitba, Calcutta 1959.

B^tohanbe, Comparative Study, p. 31 ; Baghavatt, Later Sangita Litera-
ture, m BSNA 17 (1960), p. 22; Ahobala, Sangitaparijata, ed. by g. P. Ghosa, Cal-
cutta 1879, Preface.

Editions 1879, 1884, 1886, 1891, 1940, 1956, 1959.
B. SiMOif, Zur Chronologic der indischen Musikliteratur, in ZII 2 (1923),

of
^obala, Sangitaparijata, ed. by g. P. Ghosa, 1879, p. 6—7, table
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new names, he states that all these irutis could he used as notes (svaras) in the

various rdgas.^^'^ But, in conformity with the actual practice, he only mentions

twelve svaras in his description of the individual rdgas. In order to determine

the exact position on the string of each of these twelve notes, he mentions the

ratios representing the divisions of the string.^^s

Ahobala tabulated 11340 rdgas under six mela categories (1. containing only

iuMha notes; 2. with one alteration; 3. with two alterations; etc.) with three

subdivisions (pentatonic, hexatonic, and heptatonic).^®^ But he describes only

122 rdgas in detail, mentioning their tonal structure, the number of their notes,

their time of performance and their characteristic melodic phrase. In his

description of the rdgas he does not use particular names for the scales, but

indicates, if necessary, the alterations (vihrta svaras) flat (Jcomal) and sharp

{tlvra or tlvratara) to be used in particular rdgas, Ahobala’s unaltered {iuddha)

notes, however, no longer correspond with the notes of the Karnatak rrmkMri

mda^ but with those of the modern Hindustani haft that.

Shortly after Ahobala, Srinivasa may have written his smaU treatise, the

Ragatattvavibodha^®° in imitation of the Sahgitaparijata. Its section on rdgas

is a hteral quotation from that work.

In the same way, the royal author Hrdayanarayana,^®^ who ruled at Garrh

or Gatadurga (Jubbalpore) about 1667, may have modelled his Hrdayapra-

ka§a^®2 on the rdga chapter of the Sahgitaparijata. following Ahobala’s system

of classifying the rdgas according to the number of their alterations [vihrta

svaras), he establishes six classes of melas with two subdivisions in the case of

the melas containing one or two vikrtas and three subdivisions in the case of

the melas with three and four vihrtas, arriving at a total number of twelve

melas.

Practically the same system of twelve melas is found in the Ragatarahgini,^®^

written at about the same time by a Maithila author, named Locana Kavi.^®^

The melas of this small treatise on rdgas have the names of prominent rdgas.

They resemble the older melas of Srikantha as well as the modern thdtas of

Bhatkhande. Locana’s melas : hhairavl, gaurl, harimta, kedara, Imana, saranga,

megha and mukhdri almost correspond with &ikantha’s melas: srirdga, mala-

vagauda, karndtagauda, keddra, kalydna, saranga, malhdra and vasanta, respec-

tively.^®® Locana’s melas: hhairavl, todi, gaurl, karndta, keddra, Imana, dhandirl

BHATEHArnoE, Comparative Study, p. 32; AhSP. 1, 38—39.
168 j’qp more detailed information see Indian Music by the present writer, p. 28;

BgATEHAypn, Comp. Study, p. 28, 35.

AhSP., edition 1879, p. 40—41, table of melas.

Ragatattvavibodha by Srinivasa, ed. by V. S. Besai, GOS 126, Baroda 1956.

See V. Raghavajst, Later Sangita Literature, in BSNA 18 (1961), p. 1.

Edited by B. S. Suxthankab, Poona 1918.

Locana, Ragatarangini, ed. by D. K. Josi, Poona 1918.

Raghavak, Later Sangita Lit., in BSNA 17, p. 24.

Rasakaumudi, Introd. p. 24, 25.
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and mukMrl are identical -ttith Bhatkhande’s thatas: haft, hhairavi, hhairava,

khamdj, hildval, holyan, purvi and asdvarl,^^^

King Hrdayanarayana may have written his Hrdayakantnka^®’ in imitation

of Locana’s work.^®® He uses Locana’s Tmlas for his rdga classification, but adds
a new scale, named after himself: hrdayardma. In substitution for the term
meZa, he introduces the term sarnsthana, deriving from samsthiti, ‘fthe position”

of the notes on the

Bhavabhatta, a prolific writer, who first worked at the court of Shahjehan,
produced, after his migration to the Bikaner court, a considerable number of

works on music and dance at the request of king Anupa Simha, who from 1674
to 1709 reigned over Bikaner. Of all liis works only three have been published
so far, namely the Anupasangitavilasa, the Anupasangitaratnakara and the
Anupasangitanku^a.^^®

The Anupasangitavilasa provides us with information on the author and his

patron. It is a work in seven chapters (1. svara; 2. rdga; 3. 'prahlrna; 4. pra-
handha; 5, vddya; 6. tala; 7. nrtya) and mamly a compilation from the works of
others, such as Ahobala’s Sangitaparijata, Pundarikavitthala's Ragamanjari and
Sadragacandrodaya, Damodara’s Sahgitadarpana, Hrdayanarayana’s Hrdaya-
praka^a, Srinivasa’s Eagatattvavibodha, Eaja Mana Simba’s EOndi treatise
Ragakutuhala, etc.

The Anupasangitaratnakara is a work in nine chapters (1. svara; 2. rdga;
3, praUrm; 4. prahandha; 5. vddya; 6. tala; 7. nrtya; 8. ndtaha; 9. rasa). It
reproduces large sections from the Sah^taratnakara and also quotes from the
above-mentioned works of other authors. Its rdga chapter consisting of 3000
grantJias (one grantha — thirty-two syllables) contains compositions in Bfindi
and Braj Bhasa filustrating the ragas. Some ofthese compositions are laudatory
songs in praise of Akbar.

The Anupasangitankusa is a work in six chapters (1. svara; 2. rdga; 3.
prahlrna; 4. prahandha; 5. vddya; 6. tdla)l'^^

Besides these works the Bikaner cataloguei^a mentions the following works
by Bhavabhatta:

Muralipraka^, a treatise on the flute.

Gamakamanjari, a treatise on musical ornamentation.
Gamakamanjaritika, a work, with comm., on musical ornamentation.

Compare Indian Music by the present writer, p. 52—58.
Edited by B. S. Sukthankab, Poona 1918.
Baghavan, Later Sangita Literature, in BSHA 18 d 1BMHK. p. 1, verse 4.

’ •

171
volume by D. K. JoSi and B. S. Stxcthaotab, Poona 1921.

h of
* wnter has not seen these three published works of Bhavabhatta,but date from EAOHAViur, Later Sangita Literature, in BSNA’is,

^
S’

Bhavabhatta,” in Souvenir of 13<^ AIOC, p. 167—173.

Libia^
Catalogue of the Anup Sanskrit^-Library, III, Bikaner 1947, p. 253—266.
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Nastoddistaprabodhaka dhraupadatika, on dhrupad singing.

Sangitavinoda, on music and dance.

Bhavamanjari, on dramatic art {imtya)

Kutupadhyaya, on Jcviapa ( ?), i.e. the orchestra.

Anuparagasagara (ca. 3000 granthas), on rdgas.

Anupasahgitavartamana, on music and dance (chapters on rdga, vadya^ nrtya).

The Anuparagamala is a collection of works on music, including one by Bhava-

bhatta.

In South India, Tanjore had in the seventeenth century become a centre of

music and learning. King Shahaji, who ruled in Tanjore from 1684 to 1711,

was a scholar, poet and also a great composer. He is credited with ca. a thousand

musical compositions in Telugu, Marathi and Bdndi. Under his supervision

demonstration material was collected for the definition of a hundred rdgas,

which is handed down in ten rdgalaJcsana mss. In the same way he had educa-

tional standard compositions collected ofthe four traditional types [caturdandi),

viz. dldpa, thdya, glta and prabandha, comparable to the modem Karnatak

educational compositions gitam and varimm. The seventeenth century com-

positions have come down to us in twenty mss. The Tanjore Sarasvati Mahal

Library has undertaken the pubhcation of this valuable material.^’®

While most of the seventeenth century musicologists were interested in

contemporary practice and devoted entire works to the description of rdgas^

some continued writing on the ancient Indian terminology of music. So did

Basava, king of the Kannada country (1694—1714), when he compiled his

encyclopaedia Sivatattvaratnakara.^^^ Instead of writing on contemporary

music, he reproduced in hallola 6, chs. 7—9 an archaic musical terminology,

referring to ancient authors such as Dattila, Kohala, Bharata, Sarngadeva, etc.

These sections may have some value for the restauration of the older texts.

From Orissa (the ancient Utkal) with its famous temples in Konarak, Puri

and Bhuvane^var — witnesses of a great cultural tradition — only a limited

number of Sanskrit works on music and dance, written in the sixteenth and

seventeenth century, have come down to us. The Natyamanorama,^’® a work

which deals with older as well as contemporary music, was written in 1702 by

the Odissi author Eaghunath Eath, as an abridgement of an earlier book by

himself, named Sahgitarnavacandrika. It has five chapters: 1. srvtis, svaras,

jdtiSi etc.; 2. rdgas, prahandhas; 3. prabandJias, contd. ;
talas

\

4. smaller com-

a’s The first issue of this series Eaga Alapanas and ^ayams in Devanagari and

Tamil Scripts, ed. by K. Vasudeva Sastri, Tanjore 1958, contains alapanas and

thdyas of 9 ragaa. According to P. P. S. Sastbi, Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit

Mss. in Tanjore SML, XVI, Srlrangam 1933, p. 7305, ms. 10815 Eagalaksanam is

identical with the text Eagalaksanam ed. by D. K. Josi, Poona 1914. For details

on the ten rdgalaJcsana and twenty lalcsya mss. see K. Vasudeva Sastri, Music

at the time of king Sahaji of Tanjore, in JMAM 17 (1946), p. 90—96.

Edited by S. X. SastrI, Mysore 1964.

175 Edited Bhuvanesvar 1959.
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positions; merits and defects of singing; ornamentation, its merits and defects;

5. vddya, nrtta.

According to Pattanaik^^e the Sanskrit treatises on Odissi music classify the

rdgas according to the rdga-ragim system, which is of North Indian origin. It

seems that the two different styles of music that had developed siuce the four-

teenth century, the Hindustani and Karnatak style, met in Orissa.

A work which largely contributes to our knowledge of the history of Odissi

music, is the Sangitanarayana/^? attributed to king Gajapati Narayana of

Parlakhimedi (ca. 1718—1767), but probably written by his guru and court

composer Purusottama Mi^ra.^’® The Sahgitanarayana deals with music and

dance in four chapters : 1 . nada, irvii, svara^ grama, rdga, gita and tala
;
2. vadya

;

3. nrtya’, 4. 'prabandha. Musical compositions of Purusottama M^ra are quoted

as illustration material in the prabandha chapter. Besides the usual references

to works of the ancient authorities, such as Kohala, Matahga, Sarhgadeva, the

work provides useful information on musical treatises written in Orissa: the

Sahgita Kaumudi of king Sanasena;^’® the Kalahkurardbandha,^®® which is an

Oriya version of Bamodara’s Sahgitadarpana written by Kalahkura; the

Gitapraka^a by Krsnadasa Badajana Mahapatra.^®^

Another wnrk attributed to king Narayana, but probably also written by the

court poet-composer Purusottama Mi^ra, is the Alahkaracandrika, a treatise

on musical ornamentation.^®®

Purusottama’s son Narayana, who was also a court poet and a composer,

wrote a treatise on music, named Sahgitasarani,^®® which mentions the types

of musical poems composed by his father and by himself. It says that Nara-

yana’s father wrote only suddha-prabandhas, i.e. large poems with musical

intermezzi in various rdgas, whereas the son also wrote sutra-prahandhas, i. e.

poems with a concluding song in one rdga.

Another eighteenth century Sanskrit work on the music of Orissa is the

Sahgitamuktavah,^®* 'written by Haricandana of Kanika, son ofking Gopinatha

Bhahja. It is a small treatise dealing with music and dance in four sections. The
first three sections respectively deal with 1. ndda, ^ruti; 2. rdgas; 3. talas. The
last section (4) has three subsections: 1. gUa; 2. vadya; 3. nrtya.

K. Pattanaik, Orissi Music, in JMAM 29 (1958), p. 86.
Published by Orissa Sahgit Natak Academy, Bhuvane^var 1966.
See Raghavajst, Later San^ta Literature, in BSNA 18, p. 8; cf. also R. SiMOisr,

Magha, Sisupalavadha 2, 90, in ZBMG 57 (1903), p. 521.
Ms. in GOML, Madras.
Ms. in GOML, Madras. A ms. of a work entitled Ragamalika by the same

author, containing Oriya songs, in the same ms. hbrary.
Mss. in GOML Madras and Orissa State Museum Mss. Library, Bhuvane^var.
Ms. in GOML Madras; cf. V. Raghavan, The Alahkaracandrika of king

Narayana, in ABORI 16 (1934—35), p. 129.
Ms. m GOML Madras.

18* Edited by VakIaibabacabya Sabma, Cuttack 1955.
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In South India, after the excellent musicological work done by king Shahaji,

Tulaja the First, third son of Ekoji and youngest brother of Shahaji, who
reigned from 1729—1735 over Tanjore, wrote an important treatise on music and

dance, named Sahgitasaramrta.^^® Tulaja was a prolific wTiter, whose works

covered a large field. Besides this musicological work, he wrote treatises on

medicme, astrology and ethics. He was also a composer of padas.^^^

The Sangitasaramrta is an interesting work on eighteenth century Karnatak

music, although it may look somewhat archaic, because Tulaja reproduces

large sections from the Sahgitaratnakara. As far as the traditional terminology

of srutis, svaras, gramas, murchands, jdtis, etc. is concerned, Tulaja depends

entirely on the Sangitaratnakara. He also quotes the latter work in connection

with instrumental music (vddya), rhythm [tala), composition (prabandha) and

performance practice (prahlrna).^^’’ In his description of the contemporary

suddhamela vind,^^^ however, Tulaja quotes the Caturdandipraka^ika of

Vehkatamakhin. In the prabandha chapter Tulaja refers several times to

Pundarikavitthala’s Vitthaliya^®® and again to the Caturdandiprakaj§ika.^®®

The importance of the Sangitasaramrta, however, hes in its description of the

rdgas, Tulaja does not content himself with the usual rdga characterization

(laksami), that is to say, a mere enumeration of the initial, dominant, final note,

etc. of the rdgas, but illustrates his theoretical descriptions with examples from

music practice, giving characteristic rdga phrases for various types of compo-

sition, such as dldpana (with its subdivisions eduppu, dyitta, muUdyi, tana),

thdya, gita and prabandha In addition to these phrases he quotes some

well-knowm contemporary devotional songs {padas) and songs used in dance

dramas {ddrus). In connection with the sulddi types of compositions he quotes

gltas of the famous composer Purandara Dasa.^®^

Tulaja mentions irlrdga as the first rdga and mela and calls it ^‘'the king of

rdgas^\^'^^ This reminds us of the rdga-rdginl system followed by many North

Indian authors.^® ^ However, Tulaja does not elaborate this system, but

precedes with the South Indian scalar [mela) classification. Referring to the

seventy-two melas of the Caturdandipraka^ika of Venkatamakhin,^®® he says

1®® Edited by S. Subbahmanya SASTBi, Madras 1942.

A full account of his works is given by V. Raghavan in Sangitasaramrta of

Tulaja, ed. by S. Sijbrahivia^a Sastri, Madras 1942, Introd. p. V.

TulSS. p. 112-187.
TulSS. p. 121-122 J.

18® TulSS, p. 144; 147-149; 152.

1®® TulSS. p. 144; 153.
i®i For a definition of the dldpana subdivisions see K. Vasxtdeva Sastri, Raga

Alapanas and Thayams, Introd. p. XIX ;
for thdya and prabandha see the samework,

Introd. p. I.

1®® TulSS. p. 150-152.
1®® TulSS. p. 72.
1®* See O. C. Gangoly, Ragas and Raginis I, Bombay 1948 (= 1935), App. p.

175—224.
1®® TulSS. p. 70.
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that he will only deal with the well-known rdgas, that is to say, wdth those

rdgas which are known by their names. Tulaja intended to describe twenty-one

Mclds with their janyd TdQcis, i. e. the Tdgds to be hsted under them,^®® but the

d^criptions of the wieZas todi and Icctlyo/M and part of sdTcvdgct are missing fi?oni

the extant text. Apparently all the seventy-two melas of Vehkatamakhin were

not yet used in those days. Only after the time of king Tulaja the famous

Karna^k composers Tyagaraja and Muttusvami Diksitar started composing

in the new fourteen of Tulaja’s mdas correspond to Vehkatamakhin's

mdas, namely irlrdga, mta, mdlavagaula (gaula), vardli (iuddhavarali), iuddha-

rdmalcriyd, iamJcardbharam, bhairavi, Jcdmbhop, mukhdrl, sindhurdmakriya

{paTUuvardli)^ hejjuji, samavardli, vasantahliairam, desdksi.

The dance chapter, which Raghavan discovered after Sastri had finished his

editorial work of the Sahgitasaramrta,^®® contains numerous quotations from

the Sangitaratnakara and the Sahgitamuktavali of Devendra.^®®

The modern Karnatak mela system, which is almost identical with Venkata-

makhin’s system of seventy-two melas, using like the latter the letters of the

Sanskrit alphabet as prefixes indicating, in reverse order, the serial numbers of

the melas, is found in the Sangrahacudamani,®®® written by one Govinda during

the latter half of the eighteenth century. The original version of this work was

named Sahgita^astrasahksepa.®®^ According to Raghavan®®® tliis treatise on

melas and rdgas is written in bad Sanskrit. Its first two chapters, dealing with

some principles of mtya, iruti and svara, are rather brief, while ch. 3, dealing

with melas and rdgas, constitutes the major part of the book. The difference

between Yehkatamakhin^s Caturdan^prakMika and Govinda’s Sangraha-

cudamani Hes in the fact that these works use a different mela nomenclature.

Whereas in the VehkCP, the melas are named kanakambari, phenadyuti, etc.,

in the GovSC. they are named kanakdngl, ratndngl, etc. The latter system was
generally accepted in Karnatak music, but we do not know from which source

Govinda has taken it. Govinda illustrates all his melas and rdgas with music
examples, named laksanagifas, which are vocal compositions by himself. In
these songs words, referring to the scale intervals as well as to the important
notes, are sung to characteristic musical phrases of the rdgas.^^^

TulSS. p. 71.
1*’ See Caturdandiprakasika of Venkatamakhin, Madras 1934, Preface p. III.

This chapter is not complete in the extant ms.
;
the portions that Raghavan

discovered are reproduced in the Introd. p. XXIY—XLVI, excepting all literal
quotations from the SaA^taratnakara.

This is an imdatable South Indian work on music and dance ; incomplete mss.
only containing the dance chapter in Tanjore and Dhar; S. R. BHA2sri>ABB:AB,
Report 1904—05, p. 7.

Edited by S. Subrahmanya ^Asmi, Madras 1938.
See Raghavan, in BSNA 18, p. 4.

Raghavan, in BSKA 18, p. 4.

A Marathi composition Bahattara-melakarta (“the seventy-two melakartas'^)
by Yeotata Rau, court poet of the last Tanjore king Y. R. Sakharam, set to musicm 1883 by Mahavaxdyanatha ^ivan in Idvani style in the raga mOidhyamavatl and
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In the heginiung of the nineteenth century the Bengali Vaisnava lyric poet

and composer of fodas Narahari Cakravarti, alias Ghana^yamadasa, mote a

treatise, named Sahgitasarasahgraha.^o^ This work, dealing with music, dance

and language (in music, dance and drama) in six chapters, is almost entirely a
compilation of quotations from older works, such as the Gitapraka^a^^^ by
Krsnadasa Badajana Mahapatra (from Orissa), the Sahgitasara®*^® by Haiina-

rayana (from Orissa), the Pahcamasarasamhita^o? Ly Narada, the Sahgitada-

modara^o® Subhankara (who was probably a Bengali vaisnava), the Sahgita-

parijata®®® by Ahobala, the Sangitakaumudi^i® by Sanasena (from Orissa), the

Sahgitamuktavali^ii by Haricandana (from Orissa), the Sahgitaratnamala^is

by Mammata, the Natyasastra, etc. Ghana^yamadasa may have written this

old-fashioned work in order to stimulate the interest in the traditional theory

ofIndian music, just as he tried to revive the older type of classical musicamong
the vaisnma musicians in Bengal by writing paddvali kirtanas in dhrupad

form.®^® However, compilations like this work have no more than a relative

value, i. e. for philological studies and the restauration of the older Sanskrit

texts on Indian music.

A compilation of the same title is the Sahgitasarasahgraha®^^ written by the

well-known Bengali scholar Eaja S. M. Tagore, who published a whole series of

books on Indian music in English,®^® some of them illustrated with music

examples in Western staff notation.

At the beginning of the twentieth century the famous Indian musicologist

Visnu IsTarayana Bhatkhande spread the knowledge of the Hindustani rdgas

the tala adi, is printed in the Appendix to the Sangrahacudamani edition, Madras
1938.

204 Edited with an introduction by Swami PBAJNAirliTAisrDA, Calcutta 1956.
205 See note 181.
205 Mss. of an anonymous Sangitasara in Bikaner, Lahore, and Allahabad.
207 See note 100.
208 See note 85,
200 See note 152.
210 See note 179.
211 See note 184.
212 Also quoted in the Sahgitanarayana of Puru§ottama Misra; according to

R. SiMOH, in ZII 2 (1923), p. 158 its author is the same as the author of the well-

known work on poetics, Kavyaprakasa, who lived about 1100.
212 See Introd. to GhanSSS, p. 5.

21^ S. M. Tagobe, Sahgitasarasahgraha (Theory of Sanskrit music compiled

from the ancient authorities), Calcutta 1875.
215 The eight principal rasas of the Hindus, Calcutta 1880; Eight tunes, Calcutta

1880; Fifty tunes, composed and set to music, Calcutta 1878; Hindu music repro-

duced from the Hindu Patriot, Sept. 7, Calcutta 1874; Music of India, Calcutta

1960; The seven principal musical notes of the Hindus, Calcutta 1892; The ?adja-

grama and the European diatonic scale, Calcutta 1881; Short notices of Hindu
musical instruments, Calcutta 1877; The sis principal ragas, Calcutta 1875; The

twenty-two musical frutis of the Hindus, Calcutta 1886; A Vedic hymn, Calcutta

1878.
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through, the pubhcation of books in Sanskrit, MaratM and Hindi. In imitation

of the ragalahsaim manuscripts shown to him in the Tanjore library on ids

visit to South India (190^1905), he started writing small compositions dlus-

trating the rdga characteristics {laksana gUas), the theoretical and historical

background ofw^hichhe describedin his Sanskrit treatise Srimallaksyasahgita
.

®

Appa Tulasi adopted Bhatkhande’s ideas on the theory and practice of Hin-

dustani music and, after he had received from Bhatkhande himselfa copy of the

Srimallaksyasahgita, he wrote three small Sanskrit woi'ks on the structure of

rdgas, viz. the Ragacandrika,^^’ the Sahgitasudhakara,^^® a work which de-

scribes 125 North Indian rdgas, and the Ragakalpadruma,^^^ which describes

120 North Indian rdgas. A little later the same author wrote a treatise on tala

named Abhinavatalamahjari.*^®

Bhatkhande, who had understood that the older Sanskrit works such as the

Natya^stra and the Sangitaratnakara could not be related to contemporary
practice, wrote in 1915 his Abhinavaragamahjari, which traces the roots of the
modern HindustM rdgas in the theoretical works of the seventeenth century
North Indian author Hrdayanarayana, i.e. the Hrdayakautuka and the
Hrdayaprakai§a. 221

Bhatkhande’s Hindi works on Hindustani music, the Sahgita^astra^^s and
the Kramik Pustak Malika,

223 which combine theory and practice at a large
scale, were used in the music schools. According to his standard famous
musicians were trained to teach in the numerous music institutions that were
founded in Baroda, Bombay, GwaHor, Jaipur, Poona, Nagpur, Calcutta and
Lucknow. In this way musical education in North India was greatly influenced
by Bhatkhande, who also organized, together with the great patron of music,
Raja Sayaji Rao of Baroda, the first All-India Music Conference in 1916 at
Baroda. Although at present there are many musicians and musicologists who
criticize Bhatkhande’s works, his theoretical approach to the rdgas, their
classification in ten basic scales {thdtas) as well as his music notations, it is an
undeniable fact that he was the first modern Indian musicologist who combined
the study of musical theory as described in the Sanskrit texts with practical
research. As a result of the music notations made by Bhatkhande and his
followers many compositions came to light which the sectarian musicians
would otherwise have kept secret.

2
^® y. N. Bhatkha^e, Srimallak§yasangita, Bombay 1909.

SIS
TuLASi (alias KasinItha), Ragacandrika, Bombay 1911.

Appa Tulasi, Sangitasudhakara, Bombay 1914.
3^® Appa TuLASi, Ragakalpadruma, Bombay 1914.
220 Tulasi, Abhiaavatalamaujari, Bombay ca. 1920.

Bombay
published by B. S. Sukthankar,

Z' S'
Sangfta gastra, I-IV, Hathras 1956-57.

V. BHAXKaorpE, Kramik Pustak Malika, I—VI, Hathras 1953—68.
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To Lliatkliande we also owe the first editions^^^ of some South Indian
Sanskrit treatises, such as the Caturdanc^praka^ika of Vehkatamakhin, the
Svaramelakalanidhi of Eamamatya and the Sangitasaramrta of Tulaja, as well
as a TQ^cilcilcsd'nxi manuscript of Shahaji from Tanjore. These works were puh-
lished in the years 1911 1918 before the famous Music Academy in Madras
(founded in 1927) had started its editorial work. Slowly other institutions,

Sanskrit as well as musicological, developed interest in the Sanskrit texts on
Indian music, but only a limited number out of the many musicological texts
have been published so far.

Compare S. N. Rataitjankah, Pan^t Bhatkhande, Delhi 1967, p. 18.



GLOSSAEY

abhinaya

alamkara
alapa(iia), alapti

ain^
anaddha, avanaddha
bhava
bin (= rudra vina)

daru

de4i

dhrupad
dbruva
dhvani

dhyana

gamaka

gana
gayana
ghana
gita

giti

graha

grama
jati

kutapa
laya

marga
matra
mela
murchana
nada
nartana

nat^ka
natya

nrtta

nrtya

nyasa
pada

pam
prabandha

prakirna

prast^a
raga

rasa

gesture language

musical ornamentation

rhythmically free, improvised raga introduction

dominant
membranophones (class of percussion instruments)

expression of sentiments

IsTorth Indian stick-zither

South Indian type of song

regional

North Indian type of composition

see p. 5—7, stage songs of the ancient Indian drama
pitch

lit. : contemplation formula
in music: pictorial raga description

gen. : musical ornamentation
spec. : vibrato

song; song book
singing

idiophones (class of percussion instruments)
vocal music ; song
formation of text syllables

initial note

basic scale

mode
instrumental ensemble
gen. : tempo
spec.

:
pause in music

traditional

unit of time
basic scale

secondary scale; octave series

sound
dancing

drama; dramatic art

dramatic art; acting
pure dance movement
dancing

final note

gen.: word; song text
spec. : South Indian devotional song
way of beginning
gen. : art of composing
spec. : older type of composition
performance practice
music example
melodic pattern
stereotyped sentiment supposed to be experienced by the
audience



Glossary

^bda
saman
samvadi
^ruti

sthana

sthaya (of. thaya)

stobha

susira

svara

tala

tana

tata

thata

thaya (cf. sthaya)

udgatr

vadi

vadya
varna
varnam
vim

vrnda
vrtti

yati

yoni

voice production

Vedic melody type
consonant, consonance

micro-interval
register, octave

melodic phrase ; characteristic raga phrase

prolongation or repetition of vowels; interpolation, etc.

wind instruments

interval

gen. : rhythmic system
spec. : rhythmic cycle

series of notes

chordophones (class of musical instruments)

basic scale

melodic phrase ; characteristic raga phrase

priest singer

central note

gen. : musical instruments

melodic line

South Indian type of composition

arched harp (ancient period)

stick-zither (later period; esp. N, India)

lute (later period; South India)

vocal ensemble
style

movement; gait

basic stanza (Vedic)



ABBREVIATIONS

Feriodiccds, Series, Libraries

AbhKBAW

ABORI
AIOC
ALB
ALS
AO
AR

BITC
BSNA
CSCRS
GOML
GOS
IC
JAOS
JISOA
JMAM
JOR
JRAS
JSNA
KACV
KB
KS
KSS
MGOS
PTAIROC

SKAW
SKBAW

SM
SML
SMS
TSS
VKNAW

WZKJM
ZDMG
zn

Abhandlungen der koniglich-bayerischen Akademie der Wissen-
schafben

Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona
All India Orientsd Conference

Adyar Library Bulletin

Adyar Library Series

Ars Orientalis

Asiatic Researches or Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society

of Bengal

Bulletin of the Institute of Traditional Cultxire, Madras
Bulletin of the Sangeet Natak Academy, N. Delhi
Calcutta Sanskrit College Research Series

Government Oriental Manuscripts Library
Gaekwad’s Oriental Series

Indian Culture

Journal of the American Oriental Society

Journal of the Indian Society of Oriental Art, Calcutta
Journal of the Music Academy, Madras
Journal of Oriental Research, Madras
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society
Journal of the Sangeet Natak Academy
Dr. S. Klrishnasvami Aiyangar Commemoration Volume
Kongreilbericht

Kavyamala Series

K^i Sanskrit Series

Madras Government Oriental Series

Proceedings and Transactions of the All India Radio Oriental
Conference, Deo. 1933, Baroda
Sitzxmgsberiehte der koniglichen Akademie der Wissenschaften
Sitztmgsberichte der koniglich-bayerischen Akademie der Wissen-
schaften

Sahgit Mimamsak, Poona
Sarasvati Mahal Library, Tanjore
Sarasvati Mahal Series, Tanjore
Trivandrum Sanskrit Series

Verhandelingen der Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie der
Wetenschappen
Wiener Zeitschrifb fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes
Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft
Zeitschriffc fir Indo-Iranistik

SanshrU texts

AhSP.
AiA.

Sahgitaparijata by Aliobala
Aitareya-Aranyaka
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BhN. Natya^astra by Bharata

B§S. Baudhayana-Srautasutra

BamSD. Sangitadarpana by Bamodara
GhanSSS. SaA^tasarasaftgraba by Ghana^yamadasa
HrdHK. Hrdayakautnka by B[rdayanarayana

JaNR. Nittaratnavali by Jayasenapati

JB, Jaimimya-Brahinana
KnSB. Sangitaraja by Kumbha
lSs. Latyayana-Srautasutra

NarCBN. Catvarun^acchataraganirupana by Narada
N5rS. 'Karadiya Siksa

NaxSM. or SM. Sangitamakaranda by Karada
PB. Pancavim^a-Brahmana
RamSM. Svaramelakalanidhi by Ramamatya
SarnSR. Sahgitaratnakara by Sarhgadeva
SB. Satapatha-Brahmana
Sgs. Sankhayana-Grhyasutra
SM. Svaramelakalanidhi by Ramamatya
SomRV. Ragavibodha by Somanatha
Sss. SaAkhayana-Srautasutra
gubhSB. SaAgitadamodara by SubhaAkara
TulSS. SaA^taaaramrta by Tulaja

VeAkCP. Caturdandipraka^ika by VeAkatamakhin
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